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Internet of Things (IoT) networks rely on devices with sensors and/or actuators to
monitor critical targets/objects, and to control/manage an environment. Example
devices include smart sensors and wearable devices that facilitate pandemic control,
and management of smart homes and cities. In these applications, devices are
required to sense their environment and forward sensed data or samples to a fusion
centre for processing. Apart from that, these devices are likely to be powered by
energy sources such as solar or Radio Frequency (RF) signals.
The amount of RF energy harvested by a sensor device is time varying due to
random channel gains. This in turn affects their transmit power during uplink data
transmissions to a Hybrid Access Point (HAP). Hence, the amount of harvested
RF energy has an impact on the sum-rate at a HAP. In addition, the sum-rate is
also affected by the number of devices that transmit in a given time slot. In this
respect, this thesis considers a HAP that is equipped with a Successive Interfer-
ence Cancellation (SIC) radio. In addition, the HAP assigns one or more uplinks
data transmission slots to these devices. In this regard, an important and challeng-
ing problem is to determine an uplink transmission schedule that maximises the
throughput at the HAP. Moreover, a key consideration is that the HAP has imper-
fect Channel State Information (CSI). To this end, this thesis aims to develop an




Another approach to maximise sum-rate is to take advantage of ambient backscat-
tering, which allows a device to carry out communication with negligible energy cost.
Consequently, it is able to utilise its energy to collect more data or transmit at a
higher power when it uses conventional active RF transmissions. To this end, this
thesis considers a novel problem whereby sensor devices use ambient backscatter
communications (AmBC) to maximise the number of samples uploaded to a HAP.
Sensor devices are able to cooperate with each other. For example, a sensor device
with large data but low energy can backscatter data to its neighbour device that has
high energy but little data. Its neighbour device then uploads data directly to the
HAP. Therefore, sensor devices have different operation modes, such as backscatter
transmission, backscatter reception and active data uploading, in each time slot.
This thesis aims to determine the operation mode of each device in each time slot
in order to maximise the total amount of uploaded samples.
Lastly, this thesis outlines a study on data collection in a multi-hop RF-charging
network with batteryless IoT devices, so called tags. These tags forward data via
Tag-to-Tag (T2T) communications to a gateway. The aim is for the gateway to
collect the maximum amount of data from tags over a given time frame. To do so,
this thesis jointly optimises sensing, link scheduling and routing. In particular, it
optimises the time used by tags to collect data and data transmission, which involves
solving an NP-hard link scheduling problem.
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The Internet of Things (IoT) enables anywhere anytime communications between
humans and devices. It facilitates efficient information sharing and collaboration
between people and things. At the same time, it reduces the cost of labor as mon-
itoring and control of an environment can be carried out via devices with sensors
and actuators. For example, in a forest alert monitoring system [1], sensor devices
acquire information such as temperature, humidity, solar radiation, and barometric
pressure. Another example is the piglet monitoring system in [2], which requires
multiple devices, each with a different sensor, to respond whenever a piglet is being
crushed by its sow. Actuators are then used to save a piglet during such a crush-
ing event. In these examples, sensor devices continuously or periodically generate
samples of their environmental conditions.
A fundamental issue is the limited energy on devices, which bounds their opera-
tional lifetime and the amount of data collected by an IoT system. This issue has led
to a large of body of research into energy efficient operation or management [3, 4],
energy harvesting technologies [5], and energy harvesting sensor networks [6, 7].
Another issue is optimizing uplink communications from devices to a gateway
or fusion centre. That is, a gateway must be able to collect samples from devices
quickly in order to optimise a given performance objective such as sum-rate [8, 9].
1
1.1. Wireless powered communications networks
In this respect, a fundamental problem is scheduling one or more transmissions to
the gateway.
To address the aforementioned issues, this thesis considers two recent research
directions that aim to overcome the energy limitation of sensor devices. Specifically,
Radio Frequency (RF) wireless power transfer [10] and backscatter communica-
tions [11]. As for the second issue, this thesis considers Non-Orthogonal Multiple
Access (NOMA) with Successive Interference Cancellation [12]. These approaches
are detailed in the following sections.
1.1 Wireless powered communications networks
Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) or wireless charging refers to the transmission of
electrical energy from a power source to an electrical load without the use of wires
or cables [13]. In general, WPT consists of two categories: near and far field. For
near field or non-radiative technologies, power is transferred by magnetic fields using
inductive coupling between coils of wires or via magnetic fields using resonance cou-
pling [14]. In far field or radiative technologies, power is transferred via electromag-
netic radiation or RF signals. Advantageously, RF signals are capable of powering
a large number of devices distributed over a wide area. Also, far-field WPT does
not require alignment between a transmitter and a receiver, which makes it possible
to power mobile devices. Moreover, it has a wider and longer energy transfer range.
However, it has low energy conversion efficiency especially when the harvested RF
energy is small [15].
WPT also has the following advantages [14–17]:
• Eco-friendly: WPT allows devices to operate without a battery. Conse-
quently, consumers will not dispose billions of battery chargers every year.
As these discarded chargers sit in landfills, they leak heavy metals such as
mercury and lead; both of which are harmful to the environment.
2
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• Safety: WPT eliminates charging ports and improves charging safety. In
particular, cables may age and cause severe hazards due to the generated
electric spark during power transmission. On the other hand, WPT allows
electric devices to be sealed completely. This improves production durability
as these devices are water-proof and dust-proof; an example is the charger for
electric toothbrushes and electric razors.
• Flexibility: wireless charging provides a more flexible way to charge devices
located in difficult to reach locations. For example, active implantable medi-
cal devices such as left ventricular assist devices, cardiac pacemakers, and im-
plantable cardioverter defibrillators [18]. Apart from that, WPT allows easy
charging of heavy electric vehicles such as magnetic-levitating trains [19, 20],
industrial Automatic Guided Vehicle (AGV) [21] or electric buses [22].
• User-friendly: WPT improves user experience. It simplifies anywhere any-
time charging and removes hassle associated with cables. In addition, con-
sumers can use a standardised wireless charging pad, e.g., one that supports
the Qi wireless standard [23], for all their devices.
• Innovation: WPT technologies motivate advances in next-generation smart
home and smart city applications. For example, future networks, e.g., 5G, will
require a dense deployment of Access Points (APs) or Base Stations (BSs) to
ensure high capacity. A key problem is powering these APs or BSs. Hence,
solar-powered APs/BSs are of interest to operators [7, 24].
To date, the applications of WPT range from low-power consumer electronics
to high-power electrical vehicles. Table 1.1 shows some commercial examples. A
major incentive of WPT technology is to develop wireless charging systems for smart
phones and portable computers. It is worth noting that in February 2017, Apple
Inc., joined the Wireless Power Consortium, and hence, Apple iPhone 8 or later,
as well as AirPods models can be wirelessly charged by any Qi-certified charger.
3
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Table 1.1: WPT applications and some existing or future products






Apple iWatch, wireless keyboard and mouse,
Qi charging pad; WiTricity WT8800 wireless
transmitters [25]; Powermat charging ring
[26]; IKEA furniture with an embedded Qi
wireless charging pad and in-car charging.
Household appli-
ances
Inductive toothbrush [27, 28], wireless charg-
ing razors, Philips wireless charging head-
phone, inductive charging vacuum cleaners,







Ventricular assist devices; pacemakers; de-
fibrillators; left ventricular assist device;
implantable therapies; Neurostimulator de-
vices; handheld medical instruments and
power tools, medical carts carrying comput-






Industrial Automatic Guided Vehicle (AGV)
[21], slip rings and portable operator termi-
nals and underwater vehicles.
Automotive Electrical vehicles
Wireless charging pad or charging sta-
tion for electrical cars such as Rolls-Royce,
Audi, Nissan, Toyota, Mitsubishi, magnetic-
levitating trains [19, 20], high power electric






Environmental monitoring such as temper-
ature, moisture, and light [30], replenishing
sensors embedded in concrete and powering
ground sensors using UAVs [3, 31]; RFID and
barcode readers [32].
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Apple Inc., has also been granted a patent that uses Wi-Fi signal, i.e., 2.4 GHz
and 5 GHz, to charge devices [33]. Another major development is the wireless
charging of electric vehicles, such as cars, buses and trains, which have long been
a promising option for sustainable transportation. To date, people have witnessed
the development and commercialization of a charging pad such as WiTricity Drive
11 or charging stations such as Plugless charging stations for electrical vehicles. In
addition, researchers are planning to place charging points/areas on roadways to
achieve dynamic charging [34–36]. An example is South Korea’s on-line electric
vehicle project, whereby several buses operating around the country can be charged
wirelessly [37]. Apart from that, the European Union funded the Unplugged project
[38]. Its aim is to study how a smart inductive charging infrastructure can facilitate
full electric vehicle integration in urban road systems while improving customer
acceptance and perceived practicality.
1.1.1 Network Architectures
An RF signal is capable of carrying both information and power [10]. This fact has
led to a practical architecture called Wireless Powered Communications Networks
(WPCNs) [39]. A WPCN operates using the called the harvest-then-transmit pro-
tocol [39]. That is, IoT devices first receive a charge. They then use their harvested
energy to drive their load; e.g., data transmissions. Figure 1.1 demonstrates two
basic network architectures of WPCNs. As shown in Figure 1.1a, energy node and
information receiver are located separately. The energy node transmits RF energy
to charge devices A and B for some time period in the downlink. Then these devices
use their harvested energy to transmit data to the information receiver in the uplink.
Figure 1.1b shows a different architecture where the energy node and information
receiver are co-located and integrated as a Hybrid Access Point (HAP). Compared to
a separated WPCN system, the HAP functions as a centralised controller to coordi-












(b) A co-located system
Figure 1.1: Basic RF-charging network architectures: (a) separated energy trans-
mitter (Tx) and information receiver (Rx), and (b) co-located energy Tx and in-
formation Rx. The green and black arrows represent downlink energy transfer and
uplink information transmission, respectively.
the HAP broadcasts RF energy to charge energy harvesting devices. It then assigns
an uplink data transmission slot to each device for data collection.
1.2 Backscatter Communications
A promising technology to address communications and energy efficiency problems
in low-power IoT systems such as wireless powered sensor networks is backscatter-
ing [40]. Generally, in backscatter communications, a transmitter can transmit data
to a receiver by reflecting incident RF signals rather than using its radio to generate
RF transmissions [40]. For example, in two-state modulation, a transmitter can ad-
just its antenna impedance to an absorbing state and a reflecting state [40]. In the
absorbing state, the transmitter absorbs incident RF signals to represent bit zero.



















Figure 1.2: Three types of backscatter communications systems: (a) monostatic
backscatter, (b) bistatic backscatter and (c) ambient backscatter. The black and
green arrows represent continuous carrier signals and ambient RF signals, respec-
tively. The dashed arrows represent backscattered signals.
the receiver, a backscatter demodulator then extracts the transmitted bit from the
mixed modulated signal by leveraging the difference in data rates; see [11] and [41]
for further information.
Backscatter communication systems can be classified into three categories based
on the types of RF source and network architectures, namely, monostatic backscatter
communications systems, bistatic backscatter communications systems and ambient
backscatter communications systems as shown in Figure 1.2. A particular form of
monostatic backscatter is RFID. As shown in Figure 1.2a, the system consists of an
RFID tag and a reader. The reader emits an RF signal, which is then reflected or
encoded by the RFID tag. Advantageously, tags do not have to store any energy
and can be equipped with sensing capabilities [42]. However, note that RF source
and backscatter receiver are co-located in an RFID reader. Hence, self interference
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occurs between transmit and receive antennas in RFID readers, which degrades
communications performance.
Another backscatter communications system is bistatic backscatter communica-
tions systems, see Figure 1.2b. A bistatic backscatter communications system usu-
ally has one carrier emitter which broadcasts unmodulated RF signals to multiple
backscatter devices. By reflecting the incident RF signal, a backscatter transmit-
ter is able to transmit a backscattered signal to a backscatter receiver. A major
difference between bistatic and monostatic backscatter is that the RF source and
backscatter receiver are separated. Therefore, bistatic backscatter communication
avoids the doubly near-far problem of monostatic backscatter communications. This
is because a backscatter transmitter can utilise RF signals from a nearby carrier
emitter to backscatter data. Both monostatic and bistatic backscatter technolo-
gies require an un-modulated carrier signal. However, the deployment of dedicated
carrier emitters increases network cost and power consumption.
Given the previous limitations, Ambient Backscattering Communication (AmBC)
[11] is now of interest. It exploits existing RF signals such as television, Wi-Fi and
cellular signals as a carrier signal. Advantageously, AmBC has low transmission
cost that is in the orders of 1µW [41], which makes AmBC an attractive technology
for use in sensing systems. A basic AmBC system is shown in Figure 1.2c, which re-
lies on television signals. A nearby backscatter transmitter exploits these television
signals to transmit its data to a backscatter receiver. Compared to monostatic and
bistatic backscatter communications, AmBC does not require dedicated frequency
spectrum or RF source, which has a lower cost and less energy consumption. More-
over, ambient RF source is usually more powerful, which has a larger coverage and
allows multi-hop backscatter communications among backscatter nodes.
To date, there is some research on integrating backscatter communications with
WPCNs systems [43]. For example, there is usually one ambient RF source, one
or multiple IoT devices and one gateway in a backscatter assisted WPCNs. The
devices can be either passive tags that only transmit data via backscattering or
8
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hybrid devices that transmit data in both active and backscatter modes. They
harvest energy from the RF source to power their circuit and data transmissions. In
addition, the RF source also generates an excitation signal to enable backscattering
from devices to the gateway. Furthermore, as demonstrated in [44], backscatter
tags support Tag-to-Tag (T2T) communications. This is particularly useful as the
backscatter communication range is limited, and thus requires tags to communicate
via multi-hop communications in order to forward their data to a gateway.
1.3 Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access with Suc-
cessive Interference Cancellation
NOMA is a multi-user access technology that is used in fifth generation (5G) wireless
communications. Its aim is to improve the performance of existing Orthogonal
Multiple Access (OMA) systems. Briefly, when using OMA, users transmit to a
sink simultaneously using different time slots, frequencies or codes. However, the
work in [45] shows that OMA is not able to theoretically guarantee the maximum
sum-rate, and that the maximum number of users is bounded by the said resources.
To this end, NOMA is proposed in [46] to address these limitations whereby in the
same time slot, a transmitter is able to transmit different signals to multiple distinct
receivers. Conversely, a receiver is able to receive from different transmitters. As
shown in [47], NOMA has a number of advantages over OMA. Firstly, it is able to
achieve the optimal channel capacity in both uplink and downlink additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels. Moreover, it can theoretically support more users
by using non-orthogonal resource allocation.
There are two types of NOMA [12]: code domain multiplexing and power domain
multiplexing. Code domain multiplexing is similar with Code-Division Multiple
Access (CDMA), where users are assigned a distinct code. On the other hand, in
power domain multiplexing, users employ different power levels according to their
9























Figure 1.3: Uplink NOMA with SIC. The red and green arrows represent uplink
data transmission from device A and B, respectively. The red and green blocks in
the inset represent the received signal from device A and B, respectively.
channel conditions. Then, SIC is used to separate the transmission from each user.
SIC allows a receiver to decode multiple signals or transmissions if these signals
meet a given set of Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) conditions. In
particular, given a composite signal, the HAP decodes the signal from one device
by treating signals from other devices as interference. If the SINR of the decoding
signal meets a given threshold, then decoding is a success. The decoded signal is
then subtracted from the composite signal. The process is then repeated for the
resulting composite signal until all signals are decoded or any decoding signal does
not meet the SINR threshold. Figure 1.3 shows a basic form of NOMA with SIC.
The HAP first decodes signal from device A, which has stronger received power. It
then subtracts the decoded signal and proceeds to decode the signal from device B.
To further explain the SIC process, consider a simple example with two simul-
taneous transmissions l1 and l2. Assume the received power of l1 and l2 at the HAP
is γ1 = 0.2 W and γ2 = 0.4 W, and the ambient noise power is σ
2
0 = 0.1 W. If the
required SINR threshold β is 1 dB, then both transmissions can be successfully de-
coded since the SINR Γ1 and Γ2 are larger than β, i.e., Γ2 =
0.4
0.1+0.2




= 2 (3 dB). However, if the required SINR threshold β is 1.5 dB, then
both transmissions are unsuccessful. This is because the SINR Γ2 of the stronger
transmission l2 is smaller than β, thus it cannot be decoded and subtracted suc-
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cessfully, which leads to decoding failure of the weaker transmission l1. Note that
if a transmission fails to meet its SINR constraint, then the signal and subsequent
transmissions are considered unsuccessful.
1.4 Research Statement
This thesis has three research aims: (i) deriving the optimal uplink transmission
scheduling for a NOMA-based WPCN with imperfect CSI, (ii) maximizing the num-
ber of samples collected in an AmBC assisted WPCN, and (iii) optimising the links
scheduled for data collection in multi-hop backscatter IoT wireless networks.
1.4.1 Uplink transmission scheduling in NOMA based WPCN
with imperfect CSI
The first aim considers a multiple access WPCN where all devices are equipped
with a rechargeable battery of finite capacity. At each time slot, the HAP first
replenishes all devices via downlink RF energy transfer with a fixed power. Then
devices transmit data packets to the HAP in the uplink using their harvested energy.
In order to ensure collision free uplink transmissions and to improve channel capacity,
the HAP is equipped with SIC capability. The main problem is to determine the
set of transmitting devices in each time slot. Equivalently, this thesis aims to design
a link scheduler that maximises the number of links that meet SIC constraints in
each time slot. The key challenges include: (1) random channel gains, which cause
the received power at the HAP and devices to vary. This affects decoding as well as
the amount of received energy at each time slot. It is worth noting that this thesis
considers imperfect CSI, and thus both the HAP and devices do not have exact
channel gain information, and (2) devices have a finite battery size, meaning any
energy that exceeds this size will be lost.
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1.4.2 Data collection in AmBC assisted WPCNs
The second aim is to optimise the number of samples uploaded to a HAP in AmBC-
assisted cooperative WPCNs. Hybrid devices have the ability to transmit data via
their conventional radio or use AmBC from external RF sources such as those from
a television and cellular tower. A HAP first supplies energy to charge these de-
vices. Using their harvested RF energy, devices then collect one or more samples
and transmit these samples to the HAP. A unique feature of the said WPCN is that
devices have the option of transmitting their sample(s) directly to the HAP using
their conventional radio, which incurs non-negligible energy cost, or take advantage
of AmBC to relay data to another device. Therefore, hybrid devices have the follow-
ing operation modes in each time slot: (a) sampling, (b) data upload to the HAP
via their conventional radio, (c) transmit samples via AmBC to a neighbour, or (d)
receive data via AmBC from a neighbour. Note that feature (c) and (d) mean any
device can become a relay if doing so helps increase the number of samples that
arrive at the HAP in future time slots.
The main research aim is to maximise the number of samples uploaded by AmBC-
capable devices over multiple slots. In particular, this thesis addresses a link schedul-
ing problem to optimise the operation mode of each hybrid device in each time slot.
There are several challenges: (1) the amount of sampling data at each device is de-
termined by its sampling frequency as well as the number of samples received from
its neighbours via AmBC in previous time slots, (2) unlike prior works that assume
fixed relays, this problem involves selecting hybrid devices to function as relays, and




1.4.3 Data collection in multi-hop backscatter IoT wireless
networks
The last aim is to investigate link scheduling for data collection in multi-hop backscat-
ter IoT networks. The system supports T2T communications, which helps to over-
come the limited backscatter communications range, and thus requires tags to com-
municate via multi-hop communications in order to forward their data to a gateway.
A HAP transmits a carrier signal that is then leveraged by tags to power their sens-
ing circuit and T2T communications with a gateway. Specifically, tags first use the
HAP’s RF signals to operate their sensors. After that, they backscatter the HAP’s
RF signal to forward sampled data directly to the gateway or another tag. Note
that passive tags do not have a battery/capacitor, meaning they can only carry out
tasks when the HAP emits a signal.
Given the said network, this thesis aims to optimise its sensing and data trans-
mission period in order to maximise the total samples collected by the gateway
subject to all samples arriving at the gateway within a given time frame. The major
challenge is to jointly determine the number of samples to collect and the links to
activate in each time slot, where interfering links must be scheduled to transmit at
different time slots. In this respect, a key consideration is that the transmit power
of each tag is different, resulting in asymmetric communication links. Therefore, it
is very important to consider the neighbours of each tag when scheduling links.
1.5 Contributions
1.5.1 Uplinks Schedulers for RF-Energy Harvesting Net-
works with Imperfect CSI
First, this thesis addresses a novel uplinks transmission scheduling problem in a
wireless powered IoT network. This problem is significant as future IoT systems
will require the HAP to collect data from energy harvesting devices quickly. Criti-
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cally, this thesis considers a challenging but practical aspect: imperfect CSI. In this
respect, this thesis presents two novel solutions. First, given a collection of trans-
mission schedules, it outlines a discrete optimization solution that allows a HAP to
pick the best transmission schedule. This thesis also outlines a heuristic approach
that does not require the HAP to have the aforementioned collection of transmission
schedules. Instead, the HAP constructs a schedule iteratively by greedily shifting
transmissions of energy harvesting devices from a slot to another slot in the hope of
shortening the schedule length.
The results show that the schedules derived from discrete optimization and the
heuristic approach always have a higher throughput than Time Division Multiple
Access (TDMA) with one device per slot and Frame Slotted Aloha. Moreover, this
thesis reveals that the proposed heuristic approach is able to derive a schedule for
networks with a large number of devices.
1.5.2 Link Scheduling in Backscatter-Assisted Wireless Pow-
ered Sensor Networks
This thesis then studies a novel problem that aims to maximise the number of
uploaded samples by devices in wireless powered IoTs networks. To do so, it takes
advantage of AmBC to help sensor devices conserve energy, and thus leaving them
with more energy to collect samples. This thesis outlines a novel Mixed Integer
Linear Program (MILP) for determining the operation mode of each device in each
time slot. Its objective is to maximise the amount of samples collected over a given
time horizon. It also presents a heuristic approach that allows the HAP to efficiently
schedule the operation mode of each device in large scale IoT networks. It uses two
weights that correspond to a device’s preference as to whether it should transmit
via its conventional radio or AmBC.
Lastly, this thesis contains a mathematical analysis that compares the total
uploaded data in cases with and without AmBC. The analysis shows that equipping
14
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devices with AmBC does lead to more samples at the HAP. It shows rigorously that
even when all devices have sufficient energy, there exists a real value n, which is the
number of devices gathering backscattered data from neighbours, whereby a AmBC-
assisted system uploads more samples than one without AmBC. In addition, this
thesis shows that n is lower and upper bounded by the number of channels, number
of time slots, sampling rate, uploading and backscattering data rates.
1.5.3 Link Scheduling in Multi-Hop Backscatter IoT Wire-
less Networks
Lastly, this thesis studies data collection in a multi-hop IoT wireless network with
passive or batteryless tags equipped with sensor(s). These tags forward data via
tag-to-tag communications to a gateway. The aim is for the gateway to collect the
maximum amount of data from tags over a given time frame. To do so, this thesis
addresses a novel problem that requires a solution to jointly optimise the sensing
time, the links to activate in each time slot as well as the duration of each time
slot. The main challenges are ensuring all sensed data arrives at the gateway and
scheduling T2T links with asymmetric transmission ranges.
This thesis outlines a Mixed Integer Non-Linear Program (MINLP) to determine
the time trade-off between sensing and transmission; this is the first mathemati-
cal formulation for the said problem. The proposed MINLP also determines the
transmitter-receiver pair(s) in a transmission set as well as the transmission dura-
tion. This thesis also proposes a novel heuristic approach that maximises the number
of links in each transmission set. Its main goal is to reduce samples transmission
time, and thus allowing tags to have more sensing time.
1.6 Publications
The outcomes of this thesis are as follows:
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• Y. Liu, K-W Chin and C.L Yang, “Link Scheduling in Wireless Powered
Communication Networks”, IEEE International Conference on Computing,
Networking and Communication (ICNC), pp. 482-486, Hawaii, USA, Febru-
ary, 2020, doi: 10.1109/ICNC47757.2020.9049691. Submitted on
• Y. Liu, K-W Chin, and C. L Yang, “Uplinks Schedulers for RF-Energy Har-
vesting Networks with Imperfect CSI”, IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Tech-
nology, vol. 69 no. 4, pp. 4233-4245, April, 2020, doi: 10.1109/TVT.2020.2970004.
Submitted on October 6, 2019.
• Y. Liu, K-W Chin and C.L. Yang, “Maximizing Sampling Data Upload in
Ambient Backscatter Assisted Wireless Powered Networks”, IEEE Internet of
Things Journal, 2021, doi: 10.1109/JIOT.2021.3061087. Submitted on March
26, 2020. (Early Access)
• Y. Liu, K-W Chin and C.L Yang, “Link Scheduling for Data Collection
in Multi-Hop Backscatter IoT Wireless Networks”, IEEE Internet of Things
Journal, 2021. (To Appear)
1.7 Thesis Structure
• Chapter 2. This chapter provides a comprehensive survey of transmission
scheduling works that consider NOMA, imperfect CSI and backscatter. More-
over, it discusses works that focus on user cooperation and multi-hop tag-to-tag
communications. Lastly, this chapter highlights the novelties of this thesis.
• Chapter 3. This chapter proposes a NOMA link scheduler for a WPCN, which
allows a HAP to learn the best transmission schedule without CSI knowledge.
• Chapter 4. This chapter investigates transmission scheduling for data collec-
tion in a cooperative AmBC assisted WPCN.
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• Chapter 5. This chapter proposes a novel IoT system whereby passive tags
equipped with sensors are tasked with data collection and forwarding. It inves-
tigates link scheduling and routing in a multi-hop backscatter T2T network.
• Chapter 6. This chapter summarises the main aims of the thesis and findings,




This chapter first discusses past works on channel access and transmit power alloca-
tion in WPCNs. It then discusses existing WPCNs works that consider NOMA, im-
perfect CSI, and backscatter. Special focus will be on backscatter-assisted WPCNs
since they allow devices to transmit with zero energy cost. Lastly, Section 2.5 high-
lights the novelties of this thesis.
2.1 Wireless Powered Communications Networks
(WPCNs)
Many works have considered point-to-point communications [48–56]. These works
aim to maximise the throughput of a point-to-point channel given a deadline or
to minimise the transmission completion time of a node, assuming random energy
and data arrivals. The battery of an energy harvesting node can be either finite or
infinite. The main problem is transmission scheduling, where a transmitter needs
to determine when to transmit its data and also its transmit power. These paper
addresses either offline [48–53] or online [54–56] transmission scheduling, depending
on the energy harvesting process and channel state information that are available to
a transmitter. Offline problems assume non-causal information, where nodes have
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past, present and future channel conditions and their amount of harvested energy.
On the other hand, online problems only assume causal information; specifically,
only information from past and present is available.
The main limitation of the aforementioned works is that they do not consider
collisions or interference between nodes. However, in WPCNs with multiple energy
harvesting nodes, collisions may occur and thus nodes waste their precious harvested
energy. Therefore, a channel access or MAC protocol is necessary to coordinate up-
link information transmissions from different energy harvesting nodes. Some works
have evaluated the use of standard MAC protocols in WPCNs considering dynamic
energy and data arrival [57–59]. Specifically, Iannello et al. consider a wireless
powered sensor network with multiple energy harvesting nodes transmitting data
to a fusion centre [57] and [58]. They measure the system performance when using
TDMA, framed Aloha, Dynamic framed Aloha in terms of the trade-off between de-
livery probability and time efficiency. In a different work [59], the authors propose
an energy harvesting-aware reservation dynamic frame slotted Aloha protocol for a
wireless powered Machine-to-Machine (M2M) network.
There are works that consider multi-user WPCNs with one HAP and multiple
energy harvesting devices. This so called harvest-then-transmit protocol [39] requires
the HAP to first charge energy harvesting devices for some time period for downlink
energy transfer. Energy harvesting devices then use the harvested energy to carry
out one or more tasks and transmit information to the HAP for uplink information
transmission. For example, the work in [39, 60] considers single-antenna HAP as-
sisted single-input and single-output (SISO) WPCNs. The authors aim to maximise
the system throughput or weighted sum-rate by optimizing the time allocation of
downlink energy transfer and uplink information transmission. Some other works in-
vestigate multi-antenna HAP assisted Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output (MIMO)
WPCNs with beamforming, see [61–63]. In these works, the authors jointly optimise
transmit power allocation at the HAP and time allocations between downlink and
uplink phase to maximise the system sum-rate. Past works have also investigated
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the resource allocation of various cooperative WPCNs such as wireless powered re-
lay networks [64–68], cognitive radio networks [69–71] and secure communications
networks [72].
Table 2.1 summarises related works in multi-user WPCNs in terms of their sys-
tem, aim and problem. In general, past works aim to maximise the sum-rate at
a HAP. In particular, for each energy harvesting device that utilises the harvest-
then-transmit protocol, the time used for energy harvesting and data transmission
has a significant impact on its transmission rate. To this end, many works aim to
optimise the trade-off between energy harvesting time and data transmission time.
Moreover, there are works that jointly optimise the transmit power and time for
both downlink energy transfer and uplink information transmission. However, all
these works consider TDMA, where HAP assigns an uplink data transmission slot
to each energy harvesting device for data collection.
Table 2.1: Summary of transmission scheduling in multi-user WPCNs.
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This section presents works that consider NOMA-based WPCNs. Example works
include [73–80]. These works assume a HAP has perfect CSI to/from energy harvest-
ing devices. They aim to optimise transmission power, and charging and/or data
transmission time based on given CSI to achieve one or more objectives. For exam-
ple, in [73–75], the authors consider uplink data transmission in NOMA-WPCNs.
The network has one base station and multiple energy harvesting devices. Devices
harvest-then-transmit data to the base station using NOMA. References [73] and
[74] consider two different decoding order strategies, namely fixed decoding order
and time-sharing. The authors aim to optimise the time used for energy harvesting
using different decoding orders under asymmetric and symmetric rates. They show
that the solution of the formulated problems can be computed using either linear
programming or convex optimization tools. Furthermore, the authors propose an
efficient greedy algorithm for the time-sharing strategy. In [75], Chingoska et al.
assume fixed decoding order at the base station. Specifically, the order is inverse
to the distance of devices from the base station. The authors jointly optimise the
energy harvesting time and base station transmit power to maximise the sum rate
of the WPCN.
The work in [76] and [77] considers a separate energy source and access point.
The authors propose Low Complexity Decoding (LCD) and Successive Interference
Cancellation (SIC) Decoding schemes at the access point. In LCD, the AP uses a
single-user decoder to detect signals without performing interference cancellation.
They aim to optimise both energy harvesting time of devices and the transmit power
of the energy source to maximise the sum throughput over a finite horizon. The
work in [77] further considers maximizing the min-throughput of all users. The
results show the importance of using successive interference cancellation in WPCNs
with NOMA.
In [78], the authors consider a multiple-antenna HAP, which beamforms energy
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to energy harvesting devices. The aim is to optimise the time allocation of energy
transfer and uplink transmissions, the downlink energy beamforming and receiver
beamforming to maximise the sum rate. The proposed optimization problem is
non-convex. The authors propose a two-stage method to solve the said problem. In
the first stage, they use successive convex approximation to find the optimal energy
and receiver beamforming weights under fixed time allocation. In the second stage,
they use a one-dimensional search to obtain the optimal time allocation between
downlink and uplink transmissions.
The work in [79] and [80] considers energy and spectrum efficiency in NOMA-
based WPCNs. Specifically, the authors of [79] consider half duplex and asyn-
chronous transmissions. In half duplex transmission, devices harvest energy first and
then start transmitting data to the AP simultaneously. In asynchronous transmis-
sion, devices start harvesting energy at the same time, but they begin transmitting
data signals to the AP at different time instants. Therefore, some devices are able
to harvest more energy while others are scheduled for uplink information transfer.
The authors aim to optimise the time allocation of downlink and uplink to maximise
system energy efficiency, which is defined as the ratio of the system throughput over
the total energy consumed by devices. Moreover, the authors consider the buffer
length of devices to avoid data transmission delays. They also address the impact
of data overflow on energy-efficient time allocation. In [80], the authors aim to com-
pare the spectral efficiency of NOMA-WPCN and TDMA-NOMA on circuit energy
consumption of devices. They first derive the optimal time allocation to maximise
system throughput for both TDMA-WPCN and NOMA-WPCN. After that, the au-
thors prove that NOMA-WPCN requires a longer downlink charging time duration
than TDMA-WPCN, which implies that NOMA-WPCN is more energy demand-
ing. Moreover, they prove that NOMA-WPCN in general achieves a lower spectral
efficiency than TDMA-WPCN.
In a different work, Lei et al. [81] consider a SIC-capable sink and multiple
uplink time slots. In each uplink slot, a number of devices are scheduled to transmit
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simultaneously. The authors consider decoding capacity, such that the sink can only
decode a certain number of simultaneous transmissions which is less or equal to the
decoding capacity. They aim to determine the devices to be scheduled in each uplink
slot in order to maximise system throughput. To this end, they propose a linear
program to schedule users into these time slots.
Table 2.2 presents a comparison of aforementioned related works in NOMA-
WPCNs. In summary, only references [79] and [81] thus far assume multiple uplink
time slots. The authors of [81] further consider SIC decoding capacity. However,
link scheduling, non-linear RF energy harvesting or imperfect CSI has not been
addressed in NOMA-WPCNs past works, which is the motivation of this thesis.
The novelties of this thesis will be discussed in details in Section 2.5.
Table 2.2: Comparison of related works on NOMA-WPCNs.
Reference [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81]
Multiple slots × × × × × × X × X
SIC decoding
capacity
× × × × × × × × X
Link schedul-
ing
× × × × × × × × ×
Non-linear RF
conversion
× × × × × × × × ×
Imperfect CSI × × × × × × × × ×
2.3 WPCNs with Imperfect CSI
In practice, perfect CSI is not available. To this end, some past works have inves-
tigated WPCNs with imperfect CSI. As examples, references [82–84] investigate a
massive MIMO WPCN with channel estimation errors. Specifically, in reference [82],
the authors consider energy harvesting devices that use a fraction of their harvested
energy to send pilots, while the HAP estimates the uplink channels and obtains the
downlink CSI by exploiting channel reciprocity. The aim is to maximise the mini-
mum rate among all devices by jointly optimizing the time for channel estimation,
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downlink energy transfer and uplink information transmission, the energy allocation
weights in the downlink phase, as well as the fraction of energy used for channel es-
timation at each device. In a different work [83], the objective is to maximise system
energy efficiency in terms of channel estimation errors. The authors propose a novel
antenna selection scheme to find the optimal number of transmit antennas at the
base station. Moreover, they jointly optimise energy beamforming of the HAP, its
energy transfer and data transmission time to maximise energy efficiency. The work
in [84] derives a robust resource allocation solution to address imperfect CSI. The au-
thors also consider non-linear energy harvesting. In particular, they jointly optimise
downlink time and energy beamforming for a multi-antenna power station as well
as uplink data transmission time and power beamforming for each multi-antenna
device. Two different design objectives are considered, namely maximization of the
system sum throughput (max-sum) and maximization of the minimum individual
throughput (max-min) at each device.
There are some works that consider dual-hop relay assisted WPCNs. For exam-
ple, the work in [85] considers a number of single antenna energy harvesting relays
that decode and forward data for a transmitter-receiver pair. Both transmitter and
receiver have multiple antennas. The energy harvester at each relay, which has a
finite battery, is assumed to be non-linear with a saturation threshold. The authors
investigate outage probability, antenna and relay selection, assuming imperfect CSI
at both transmitter and receiver. Reference [86] also studies relay selection for a
source-destination pair. Moreover, the authors consider relays with spatially random
locations. Two different scenarios are considered: 1) a single-antenna source with
perfect CSI, and 2) a multiple-antenna source with transmit antenna selection and
imperfect CSI. In both scenarios, the authors aim to select the best relay to forward
information to the destination in order to improve system performance. In partic-
ular, they investigate outage probability and system throughput over Nakagami-m
fading channels.
Some other past works consider Secrecy WPCNs with eavesdroppers. For ex-
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ample, Wu et al. [87] consider an information source that harvests energy from a
power source and sends its message to a destination. There is also an eavesdrop-
per that intends to intercept information from the information source. The power
source and the information source both have multiple antennas. The authors aim to
maximise the secrecy rate assuming imperfect eavesdropper CSI at the information
source. They propose a robust resource allocation to optimise the energy harvesting
time, information time, transmit power from the power source and power beam-
forming from the information source. In a different work [88], the authors consider
communication between a base station equipped with multiple antennas and a data
user. In addition, there are a number of energy harvesting devices that function as
eavesdroppers. The authors study antenna selection at the base station and power
splitting ratio at eavesdroppers in order to optimise secrecy performance. The work
in [89] considers a hybrid base station that not only powers an energy harvesting
transmitter but also generates artificial noise to protect against eavesdroppers. Both
the hybrid base station and information transmitter have multiple antennas. The
authors consider both the perfect CSI and imperfect CSI cases. They aim to max-
imise secrecy rate, which is defined as the data rate at a information receiver minus
the maximum data rate at eavesdroppers. The authors jointly optimise downlink en-
ergy beamforming, signal beamforming from the information transmitter, artificial
noise transmit power and time allocation between power transfer and information
transmission.
Table 2.3 summaries prior research on transmission scheduling in WPCNs with
imperfect CSI. Past works have focused on optimizing the trade-off between down-
link charging and uplink data transmissions, power beamforming and antenna selec-
tion of multi-antenna HAP to achieve various objectives. Note that, no prior work
has considered NOMA-WPCNs with imperfect CSI or investigated uplink transmis-
sion schedule in WPCNs with imperfect CSI.
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Table 2.3: Summary of transmission scheduling in WPCNs with imperfect CSI.
System Paper Aim Problem
MIMO WPCNs [82–84]
Maximise minimum




















2.4 Backscatter assisted WPCNs
Figure 2.1 outlines the transmission scheduling issues in backscatter assisted WPCNs.
Note that, there are two major common issues in different backscatter WPCNs sys-
tems. The first one is time allocation among different working modes for a backscat-
ter device. For each device, the time used for energy harvesting and data transmis-
sion has a significant impact on its transmission rate. To this end, many works aim
to optimise the tradeoff between energy harvesting time and data transmission time,
i.e., both active and passive transmission, to maximise the transmission rate of a de-
vice. Moreover, when a device is backscattering, it reflects a portion of the incident
signal by adjusting the reflection coefficient of its antenna, and the remaining signal
can be used to power its circuit directly. Therefore, some works jointly optimise
the reflection coefficient as well as the time allocated to energy harvesting and data
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Transmission Scheduling Issues in Backscatter WPCNs
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Figure 2.1: Outline of transmission scheduling issues in backscatter assisted
WPCNs.
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transmission. Another major issue is multi-user scheduling in backscatter WPCNs
with multiple devices. Each device is able to harvest energy from an RF source
and transmits data via either backscattering or active RF transmission. Past works
consider uplink data transmission in TDMA or NOMA. Therefore, time allocation
trade-off among multiple devices in uplink transmission has been addressed as well
as time allocated to different operations for each device. The rest of this section
will provide a detailed review in transmission scheduling issues in various types of
backscatter WPCNs.
In bistatic backscatter assisted WPCNs, there is usually one RF source, one
or multiple energy harvesting devices and one gateway. These devices can either
be passive tags that only transmit data via backscattering or hybrid devices that
transmit data in both active and backscatter modes. Devices harvest energy from
the RF source, and also use the excitation signal from the power source to enable
backscattering to the gateway. References [90–92] consider only one device. Specif-
ically, reference [90] studies the duty cycle of an ambient backscatter tag, which
can be in either sleep mode to harvest energy or in active mode to transmit data
via backscattering. The authors jointly optimise the time period for the tag to be
in sleep and active mode, and its backscatter reflection coefficient to maximise its
transmission rate. The work in [91] considers a hybrid device that transmits in three
phases: energy harvesting, ambient backscattering and active RF transmission. In
addition, the authors consider two reflection coefficient types for backscattering:
variable reflection coefficient and fixed reflection coefficient. In the variable reflec-
tion coefficient case, device’s reflection coefficient changes with the given CSI. In the
fixed reflection coefficient case, device’s reflection coefficient is fixed to one. The au-
thors aim to maximise the average achievable rate for both cases considering device’s
circuit power consumption constraints. To this end, they study the optimal time al-
location for energy harvesting, ambient backscattering and active RF transmission.
In a different work [92], the authors consider dynamics of ambient RF signals and
they introduce spectrum sensing to detect ambient RF signal. In particular, when
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the level of incident signal power is sensed to be higher than a predetermined value,
the device starts energy harvesting or backscattering. The authors introduce two
spectrum sensing techniques at a passive tag: single frequency detection and com-
pressive sensing. The authors aim to optimise time allocation for spectrum sensing,
energy harvesting and backscattering for a passive tag to maximise sum rate. The
authors also optimise the tradeoff between power used for energy harvesting and
backscattering when compressive sensing is used.
There are some works that consider multiple hybrid devices transmitting to one
gateway [93–97]. For example, the authors of [93] study the optimal backscatter-
ing time among multiple hybrid devices by considering a two-phase transmission
protocol. In the first phase, each device backscatters to the gateway in a TDMA
manner, and harvests energy in the time allocated to other devices. In the second
phase, devices actively transmit to the gateway using the energy harvested in the
first phase. TDMA and NOMA are employed during the active data transmission
phase of multiple devices. In the TDMA scheme, when a device is transmitting
to the gateway, other devices harvest energy. In the NOMA scheme, all devices
transmit data simultaneously. The authors aim to maximise system throughput by
optimizing time allocation policies for backscattering in both TDMA and NOMA.
In a different work [94], the authors further study the optimal transmit power from
an RF source in a heterogeneous IoT network. The network contains active, passive
and hybrid devices. To ensure energy efficiency, the authors assume that the RF
source adjusts its transmission power based on channel conditions, energy harvest-
ing efficiency and backscatter reflection coefficient of different devices. The authors
jointly optimise the backscattering and active transmission time of devices, as well
as the RF source’s transmit power. Their objective is to maximise both the total
throughput of all devices and the system energy efficiency.
A number of works have considered channel estimation errors. For example, ref-
erence [97] considers imperfect CSI for a multiple passive tags network. Specifically,
the authors consider two scenarios, namely, CSI estimation errors follow the Gaus-
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sian distribution and no exact distribution of CSI estimation errors. They define two
types of outage based on throughput and harvested energy of tags, respectively. In
particular, an outage occurs when the throughput of a tag does not meet a minimum
requirement or the harvested energy of a tag is lower than the consumed energy due
to CSI estimation error. The authors aim to optimise backscattering time and power
reflection coefficient of each tag to maximise the minimum transmission rate. At
the same time, they ensure a bound on outage probability.
Another set of works considers monostatic backscatter assisted WPCNs. There
is a full-duplex HAP and multiple devices. In the downlink, the HAP broadcasts
energy to all devices continuously, whereas each device switches between ‘Harvest-
then-transmit’ (HTT) mode and backscatter mode to transmit or backscatter data
to the HAP via TDMA in the uplink. Similar to bistatic backscatter system, time
scheduling among different working modes, namely energy harvesting, backscatter-
ing and active transmission, also affects the overall system performance. Therefore,
many works aim to optimise the time allocated to multiple devices as well as the
tradeoff between time period used for different working modes for each device to
achieve different objectives. Specifically, in [98], the authors first propose a backscat-
ter assisted WPCN with multiple hybrid devices. They investigate the optimal time
used for energy harvesting, backscattering and active transmission for each device
to maximise the sum throughput of all devices.
Some works have considered backscattering in legacy communications systems.
In [99], a HAP simultaneously transmits Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex-
ing (OFDM) signals to a legacy user and receives backscatter signals from multiple
backscatter devices. The authors investigate the optimal backscatter time alloca-
tion among devices, and the power reflection coefficient at devices for backscatter-
ing. They also consider the HAP’s subcarrier power allocation, interference to legacy
communications. The aim of [99] is to maximise the minimum throughput of devices
and also ensure the the throughput of legacy users is above a given threshold.
The transmission range of AmBC is limited to a few feet as shown in [11].
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Therefore, a HAP can only receive backscatter signal from its nearby devices. To
overcome this problem, Kim et al. propose hybrid backscatter communications for
WPCN to increase backscatter transmission range [100]. There are two types of
RF sources: an ambient RF source, i.e., HAP, that covers both an outdoor and an
indoor zone, and a dedicated RF source that only covers the indoor zone. Therefore,
a device located in the indoor zone is able to harvest energy from both ambient and
dedicated RF source, backscatter data to the HAP via incident signal from the
dedicated RF source and actively transmit data when it has sufficient energy. The
authors jointly optimise the energy harvesting time, backscatter time and active data
transmission time to maximise throughput of a single device in the indoor zone. The
authors extend their work in [101] by considering outdoor scenarios. There are two
zones in outdoor scenarios: an outdoor Wi-Fi and macro zone. The outdoor Wi-Fi
zone is similar to the indoor zone as indicated in [100], where the authors consider
both long-range bistatic and short-range AmBC communications. However, in the
macro zone, a device can only transmit data to another device using ambient RF
signal from the HAP to realise short-range AmBC. Therefore, multi-hop AmBC
transmission is used to deliver information to the HAP. In the last hop, a device
actively transmits data to the HAP if it is in the macro zone or bistatic backscatters
to the HAP if it is in the outdoor Wi-Fi zone. In order to maximise the overall
system throughput, the authors optimise time allocated to different working modes
for each device based on its location: outdoor Wi-Fi zone or Macro-zone. They
also show that the proposed hybrid backscatter communications is able to achieve
extended coverage with multi-hop data transmission.
The authors of [102] consider a wireless powered backscatter sensor network.
There is a HAP that is charged by an external energy source. In addition, each
backscatter sensor has a finite data queue with packets classified into normal and
important. A new arrival packet at a sensor will either be dropped or stored based
on its classification. The HAP makes a decision to sleep, collect data from a sensor
via backscattering or harvest energy based on the data queue of all sensors, the
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energy level of the HAP, as well as the channel condition between the external RF
source and the HAP. The authors aim to determine the optimal decision of the HAP
to minimise the weighted data queue length of all sensors, which at the same time
minimises the average packet loss among all sensors.
The following works consider AmBC assisted RF-powered cognitive radio net-
works. The network consists of a primary transmitter, e.g., a base station, trans-
mitting RF signals on a licensed channel. When the channel is busy, a number of
secondary transmitters either transmit their data to a secondary gateway by using
backscatter communications or harvest energy from the RF signals through RF en-
ergy harvesting techniques. When the channel is idle, secondary transmitters use
their harvested energy to transmit data to the gateway via conventional radios.
Reference [103] studies two configurations of an overlay and underlay network. In
the overlay network, primary channel has idle time, while in the underlay network,
primary channel is always busy. In order to achieve the maximum transmission rate
of a single secondary transmitter, the authors optimise its time tradeoff between
backscattering and energy harvesting when primary channel is busy and optimise
active data transmission time when primary channel is idle in the overlay configura-
tion. Moreover, in the underlay configuration, the authors jointly optimise backscat-
tering time, energy harvesting time and active data transmission time, together with
the transmit power of the secondary transmitter in order to avoid interference to
the primary receiver.
In [104], the authors consider a secondary transmitter with spectrum sensing.
Depending on the state of the primary channel, namely busy or idle, it switches
between energy harvesting, backscattering or data transmission. The aim is to
maximise energy efficiency of secondary communications, which is defined as the
ratio of its average achievable throughput to its average energy consumption. The
authors present closed-form expressions of the energy efficiency under different sce-
narios. Moreover, they formulate an optimization problem that maximises the en-
ergy efficiency of the considered network, and evaluate the optimal spectrum sensing
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threshold, the optimal time for spectrum sensing, energy harvesting, backscattering
and active data transmission. Their formulation also ensures the interference level
at a primary user remains below a certain threshold. In addition, they ensure the
secondary transmitter’s energy expenditure is within its energy harvesting rate.
Some prior works consider multiple secondary transmitters in RF powered cogni-
tive radio networks with AmBC [102]. Each transmitter has a harvest-then-transmit
mode and a backscatter mode for energy harvesting and data transmission. The
authors in [102] assume each secondary transmitter follows a TDMA manner to
transmit data to a secondary receiver. They investigate the optimal time of differ-
ent operation modes for each transmitter as well as the optimal transmission time
sharing among different transmitters in order to maximise overall network through-
put of the secondary system. On the contrary, reference [105] considers RF-powered
AmBC underlay cognitive radio NOMA networks, where the secondary transmit-
ters use the harvested energy to simultaneously transmit their information based on
power-domain NOMA. Moreover, the authors consider interference to primary user,
so that if the interference from secondary transmitters to primary users exceeds a
predetermined threshold, secondary transmitters will choose the ABC mode to per-
form the data transmission. The authors formulate a convex optimization problem
with the aim to maximise the throughput of the secondary system. They derive the
optimal time resource allocation between the harvest-then-transmit mode and the
AmBC mode for multiple secondary transmitters.
2.4.1 User collaboration
A set of works have considered user collaboration in AmBC assisted WPCNs, where
some devices serve as relays to assist data transmissions. These relays can be passive
devices [106–109], active devices [110] or hybrid devices [111, 112].
The work in [106–109] considers backscatter device-to-device (D2D) communi-
cations assisted by a multi-antenna power beacon. The power beacon beamforms
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RF signals to power the backscatter transceiver pairs. They consider a passive relay
network, where each device can switch its radio mode for active data transmission
and passive data transmission based on its channel condition and its harvested en-
ergy. In addition, when a device is transmitting data actively, other passive devices
can either harvest energy for their own use or relay information for active RF trans-
missions. These works jointly optimise the time for active and passive transmissions
for each device, the beamforming from the multi-antenna HAP to each device as
well as the reflection coefficient for passive relays, with the objective is to maximise
the sum throughput for all devices. Specifically, Gong et al. propose to use a semi-
definite program with an adaptive relay strategy to update the reflection coefficients
of relays [106]. Moreover, they propose heuristic algorithms to maximise the overall
relay performance by jointly optimizing the transmit beamforming, mode switching,
and the passive reflection coefficients of relays. The authors then extend the pas-
sive relaying network to a two-hop power beacon assisted relay scheme in [107]. In
[108], the authors propose a game theory approach, in which each relay as a player
iteratively adjusts its reflection coefficient over multiple time slots to maximise its
own utility. The utility of the relay is a function of the reward that the relay re-
ceives from backscattering data for other D2D transmitters. Recently, the authors
of [109] propose to use the Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) algorithm
to determine the optimal reflection coefficients of passive relays.
In contrast, reference [110] considers an active relay that forwards information
for a passive device in decode and-forward mode. Specifically, the passive device first
backscatters the incident signals from an RF source to both the receiver and the
relay simultaneously, and then the relay decodes the received signals and forwards
the decoded signals to the receiver. The authors consider two cases that whether
the relay has to harvest energy from the RF source or not. The authors formulate
system throughput maximization problems for both cases by finding the optimal
time allocation schemes. Moreover, the authors investigate the time required to
deliver a given amount of data.
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The work in [111] considers using a single hybrid relay to assist dual-hop data
transmissions between a source node and a destination node. The hybrid relay
determines the relay protocol to coordinate between the active and passive relaying
based on the CSI. To this end, the authors study two cases: the hybrid relay has
or does not have CSI. They investigate relay mode selection protocols in both cases
with the aim to maximise system throughput.
Recently, Yang et al. propose a novel IoT network, where hybrid devices do
not rely on the RF source but other devices to transmit data via backscattering
[112]. Specifically, when a device transmits data actively, a nearby device is able to
backscatter data to another device using the incident signal. Also, when a device
receives backscattered data from other device, it will forward these data to the HAP
via active RF. This increases the throughput of devices with low energy. The au-
thors assume that in each time slot, a device operates in either active transmission,
backscatter transmission and backscatter reception mode. The authors determine
the optimal operation mode for each device in each time slot to maximise the min-
imum throughput among all devices.
2.4.2 Multi-Hop Tag-to-Tag Communications
Recently, a few works have considered T2T communications. These works either
consider hardware prototypes to enable T2T communications [113–115] or design
routing protocols to select the optimal paths between two tags [116, 117].
The work in [113–115] focuses on hardware design of multi-hop T2T systems.
They aim to improve the range or Bit Error Rate (BER) of T2T communications.
For example, the work in [113] proposes a Backscattering T2T Network (BTTN). In
this network, tags use passive envelope detection techniques to demodulate backscat-
ter signals from neighboring tags. A major challenge is that the excitation signal
and a backscattered signal superimpose with different phases at a receiving tag de-
pending its location. This causes phase cancellation problem, which significantly
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affects the range and robustness of a passive tag-to-tag link. To this end, the au-
thors develop a novel multiphase backscatter modulation technique with a learning
mechanism. Moreover, they demonstrate multi-hop operation for up to four hops.
Majid et al. develop a hardware backscatter T2T transceiver and a novel backscat-
ter T2T MAC protocol [114]. The proposed T2T transceiver hardware avoids all
energy hungry components in order to reduce energy consumption. The authors
also show experimentally that backscatter reception is orders of magnitude more
energy costly than transmission. Therefore, the proposed MAC protocol uses low-
power listening approach. Each tag wakes up periodically every 26.5 ms to observe
the channel before backscattering. They also implement a flooding mechanism to
forward messages among tags.
In [115], Zhao et al. propose a novel multiple T2T backscatter system that
works with commodity WiFi devices. Sensing tags modulate their sensing data
into a single backscatter packet and work as relays for previous hops. The packet
can be decoded with any commercial WiFi radios. The authors propose to change
the backscattered frequency in each hop in order to relay the original WiFi packet
among multiple tags. They also design a smart data field allocation mechanism to
coordinate multi-hop transmissions.
Reference [116] and [117] consider routing in multi-hop T2T networks. Niu et
al. [116] propose a routing protocol called the optimal link cost multipath routing
(OLCMR). They propose that each tag maintains a lookup table that stores multiple
candidate paths to each destination. This lookup table is established using a brute-
force approach. If a tag suffers a link failure, it switches to another candidate path
that has the minimum distance to the destination.
The authors of [117] propose a basic routing protocol from tags to the reader and
design three distinct tag-to-tag routing protocols for tags with different hardware
capabilities. The aim is to maximise network capacity, while reducing inter-tag
interference. Specifically, the three different hardware scenarios are as follows: 1)
standard tag design, 2) tags with power detectors that are able to measure the
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received signal strength and 3) tags with power detectors and attenuators that can
measure the received signal strength and attenuate the backscattered signal. In
each scenario, the reader first identifies all the tags within its coverage area and
determines the uplink routing paths for each tag. After that, the reader discovers
the neighboring tag information and determines direct T2T transmission schedules.
Moreover, the authors introduce a novel region partition scheme to enable large-scale
multi-hop routing.
2.5 Summary
In summary, this thesis differs from past works in the following manners:
1. This thesis first considers a NOMA enable network to identify the best uplink
schedule for use in a WPCN with a SIC-capable HAP. In all previous NOMA-
WPCN works, their HAP has perfect CSI to/from energy harvesting devices.
This information is used to determine the optimal transmit power of the HAP,
transmission order or user groupings. In contrast, this thesis considers a HAP
that has imperfect CSI. A number of works have considered imperfect CSI.
They, however, consider a different system and do not consider deriving an
uplink transmission schedule. In contrast to prior works, this thesis investi-
gates a different problem: identify the best uplink schedule for use in a WPCN
with a SIC-capable HAP. Identifying such a schedule is challenging due to the
exponential number of schedules and also the fact that the HAP does not have
CSI of energy harvesting devices. Consequently, existing solutions do not ap-
ply as they do not aim to solve the same problem or require CSI from energy
harvesting devices.
2. This thesis then studies AmBC assisted WPCN. It addresses the energy trade-
off between sampling and data transmissions, and study how it affects the
number of samples collected by the HAP over T time slots. This also means
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unlike prior works such as [43, 91, 92, 94, 101, 107, 108, 110, 111], devices
do not have infinite amount of data. In fact, the amount of data they have is
a function of their sampling frequency, which in turn is determined by their
available energy. Second, unlike prior works that assume fixed relays, this
problem involves selecting hybrid devices to function as relays. Third, except
for [112], all prior works do not consider link scheduling. Although refer-
ence [112] considers link scheduling, they do not consider sample collection or
aim to enable AmBC transmissions to facilitate devices with an active trans-
mission to the HAP. Fourth, different to works such as [107, 108, 110, 111],
for practical reasons, this thesis does not consider the asymptotic capacity of
a link. Instead, it considers collecting packets or samples from a network of
hybrid devices over multiple time slots.
3. Lastly, this thesis considers a network consisting solely of passive backscatter
tags. Past works either consider hardware prototypes to enable T2T com-
munications [113–115] or design routing protocols to select the optimal paths
between two tags [116, 117]. However, this thesis aims to optimise the trade-off
between data sensing and transmission within a given time frame. There are
no past works that aim to optimise the number of samples collected by passive




Link Scheduling for NOMA-WPCNs with
Imperfect CSI
This chapter outlines a challenging problem: scheduling uplink transmissions, whereby
the HAP has imperfect CSI. The main research question is to determine the best
transmission schedule, where one or more Energy Harvesting Devices (EHDs) are
assigned into a time slot, that yields the highest average sum-rate at the HAP.
Henceforth, this chapter contains the following contributions:
• It addresses a novel uplinks transmission scheduling problem in RF-energy
harvesting networks. This problem is significant as future RF energy harvest-
ing systems will require the HAP to collect data from EHDs quickly. Critically,
this work considers a challenging but practical aspect: imperfect CSI.
• It presents two novel solutions. First, given a collection of transmission sched-
ules, it outlines a discrete optimization solution that allows a HAP to pick the
best transmission schedule. It also outlines a heuristic approach that allows a
HAP to construct a schedule iteratively by greedily shifting EHDs from a slot
to another slot in the hope of shortening the schedule length.
The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.1 outlines a toy
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Figure 3.1: A WPCN with three EHDs D1, D2 and D3, and five transmission
schedules S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5. In each frame t, all EHDs transmit data to the
HAP using the transmission schedule provided by the HAP. The best transmission
schedule is denoted as S∗.
model that illustrates the research problem and challenges. Sections 3.2 and 3.3
formalise the system and problem, respectively. Then Sections 3.4 and 3.5 introduce
the proposed discrete optimization formulation and heuristic approach. After that,
the evaluation methodology is presented in Section 3.6. Section 3.7 concludes this
chapter.
3.1 A Toy Model
To illustrate the research problem, consider the WPCN shown in Figure 3.1. There
is a half-duplex HAP and three EHDs; namely D1, D2 and D3. This so called
harvest-then-transmit protocol [39] requires the HAP to first charge EHDs for some
time period. EHDs then use the harvested energy from the transmissions made by
the HAP to carry out one or more tasks. The HAP then assigns an uplink data
transmission slot to each EHD for data collection. The HAP is equipped with a
Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC) radio [118]. This allows the HAP to de-
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code multiple signals or transmissions assuming these signals meet a given set of
Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) conditions; see Section 3.2 for de-
tails. Figure 3.1 also shows five transmission schedules. The HAP is responsible
for prescribing one of these available transmission schedules in each time frame for
collecting data from EHDs. As shown in Figure 3.1, different transmission sched-
ules are used in earlier frames before the HAP converges onto the optimal or best
transmission schedule S∗.
The said problem has a number of challenges. First, the number of transmission
schedules increases with each additional EHD. Second, the HAP needs to select one
of these transmission schedules without using CSI. If the HAP selects a schedule
arbitrarily, it may find many SIC failures. Consequently, the chosen transmission
schedule will have a very low sum-rate.
3.2 Preliminaries
3.2.1 Network Model
There is one HAP and K EHDs that are denoted as Dk, where k ∈ {1, . . . , K}.
The HAP transmits with power P . Each EHD has a rechargeable battery with
maximum capacity B. Time is divided into T frames. Each frame t ∈ {1, . . . , T}
has duration τ . Each frame consists of a charging and a transmit phase, which has
duration τD and τU , respectively. The transmit phase is further divided into upload
slots, which will be discussed later. For each frame t, let gtk denote the channel
gain from the HAP to an EHD Dk. Assume the channel has block fading, where g
t
k
varies independently across frames but remains constant in each frame. Also note
that the HAP has imperfect channel gain information or CSI. The path loss Lk from








where L0 is the path loss at reference distance d0; i.e., L0 = (4πd0/λ)2, where λ is
the wavelength. Moreover, dk is the Euclidean distance between the HAP and EHD
Dk, α is the path loss exponent and X t is a normal Gaussian distributed variable
with zero mean and standard deviation σ (in dB).
3.2.2 Energy Harvesting Model
The system considers a practical non-linear energy harvesting model [119]. Let
φ(·) be the Logistic/Sigmoid function that takes as input the received power at the
antenna of an EHD and returns the output power from the RF harvester. For an
EHD Dk at frame t, its incident power is,
P tk = Pg
t
k = PA0AkLk|htk|2 (3.2)
where A0 and Ak are the antenna gains of the HAP and the EHD Dk, respectively,
hk is the channel coefficient that is given by the complex normal random variable
hk ∼ CN (0, 1). The harvested energy of Dk in frame t is therefore,
Etk = MIN{τDφ(P tk),B}. (3.3)










1 + exp(−ζ1(P tk − ζ2))
.
The term ψ(P tk) is the standard logistic function that takes the incident power P
t
k at
EHD Dk as input. The constant Z ensures a zero-input/zero-output response. The
constant ζ1, ζ2 and ζ3 are related to the resistance, capacitance, and diode turn-
on voltage of a RF harvester circuit. Their values are obtained from least square
fitting of measurement data of a given hardware [119]. Lastly, in this network, each
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EHD is able to use Etk amount of energy for data transmissions in each frame t. In
practice, a node may retain some constant amount of harvested energy to power its
components. Also, as shown by the authors of [120], the residual energy at a node
reduces the amount of harvested energy. Note that these system aspects only scale
the results, and do not affect the proposed solutions nor conclusions.
3.2.3 Transmission Model
The HAP is responsible for informing EHDs of their uplink data transmission
schedule. This allows the HAP to collect data from each EHD. Let Si denote
the i-th transmission schedule that contains one or more EHDs assigned to each
time slot. Record the collection of transmission schedules in the set Φ, where
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |Φ|}. As a concrete example, assume there are three EHDs: D1,
D2 and D3. Further, consider only those transmission schedules whereby all EHDs
transmit once in a frame; they are S1 = {{D1, D2, D3}}, S2 = {{D1, D2}, {D3}},
S3 = {{D1, D3}, {D2}}, S4 = {{D1}, {D2, D3}} and S5 = {{D1}, {D2}, {D3}}.
Thus Φ = {S1, S2, S3, S4, S5}. Note that the order of time slots does not matter as
the channel gain is fixed in each frame. Hence, the schedule S1 = {{D1, D2, D3}}
and S1 = {{D3, D2, D1}} have the same sum-rate. In each uplink slot, the set
of transmitting EHDs belongs to a transmission set. As an example, schedule S1
has three simultaneous transmissions in one uplink slot. Denote the length of each
transmission schedule as |Si|; e.g., |S5| = 3 slots.
Figure 3.2 shows an example where in each frame, the HAP adopts a given
transmission schedule. For example, in frame t = 1, it uses transmission schedule
S1, whereas in frame t = 2 and t = 3, it uses transmission schedule S2 and S5,
respectively. Finally, in frame t = T , the HAP learns the best schedule S2. The
width of each block denotes the duration of transmission, which corresponds to the
number of time slots in a transmission schedule.
















Figure 3.2: A different transmission schedule is used in each frame; the block with
green lines represents downlink energy transfer and blocks with red lines represent
uplink data transfer from three EHDs.
of schedule Si in slot ω. The received power at the HAP from EHD Dk can be
calculated as follows: γtk =
Etk
τU/|Si|
gtk, where the term
τU
|Si| corresponds to the duration
of each upload slot when using schedule Si.
Note, it is straightforward to consider circuit power consumption during data
transmissions. This can be modelled as in [121], where the total power or energy
consumed during data transmission is a function of the transmit power divided by
inefficiency of the RF chain plus a constant non-ideal circuit power. Note that
incorporating the said inefficiency and non-ideal circuit power have the effect of
scaling the results; they are thus ignored for ease of exposition.
Assume the HAP supports SIC [118, 122, 123]. To ensure SIC is successful,
the received power of signals must be different from each other and to ensure each
transmission satisfy their SINR threshold. The SIC process is explained as follows.
Let the transmission set C(Si, ω) contain M transmitting EHDs with index k =
1, . . . ,M , and received power at the HAP that is ordered as follows: γt1 ≤ γt2 ≤ . . . ≤
γtM . Decoding starts in the following order: lM , l(M−1), . . . , l1, where lk denotes the
transmission from EHD Dk to the HAP. Let Γ
t
k denote the SINR for transmission
lk.












where σ20 is the ambient noise power and β is the SINR threshold for a required data
rate. Note that, the works in Chapter 3 does not consider setting the value of β. In
fact, β is just a parameter value in Chapter 3. In practice, each radio such as IEEE
802.11 have different β values. The HAP then subtracts the decoded transmission
or signal from EHD M , and proceeds to the next transmission with the highest
received power. In this example, transmission l(M−1) is decoded successfully if the









Observe that the transmission from EHD M has been subtracted from the denomi-
nator of the previous inequality as part of the SIC process. If all M−1 transmissions





Define the maximum decoding capacity of SIC as κ, where SIC decoding is
successful in a slot ω only if the number of simultaneous transmissions satisfies,
|C(Si, ω)| ≤ κ (3.7)




The problem is to determine an uplink transmission schedule that maximises the
expected throughput at the HAP. Let F t(Si) be the system throughput if the HAP
uses transmission schedule Si in frame t. The system throughput is the sum of the
throughput of all upload slots ω = 1, . . . , |Si|. For each upload slot, it is the sum of











where the data rate Rtk of transmission lk is defined as,
Rtk = B log2(1 + Γtk) (3.9)
where B is the channel bandwidth.
The problem is then to find the ‘best’ schedule S ∈ Φ, denoted as S∗, that yields
the maximum expected throughput F (S). Formally,
S∗ = arg max
S∈Φ
E[F (S)] (3.10)
where the expectation is taken over random channel gains to/from EHDs over mul-
tiple time slots.
The problem has many challenges. The first is the size of Φ. Recall that each
upload slot can only have κ EHDs as per the maximum decoding capacity. Let ϕ = K
κ
be an integer, which represents the length of schedule, i.e., the number of upload slots
of a schedule. Then there are K!
(κ!)ϕ
different schedules of length ϕ. For example, if
there are 10 EHDs and each slot contains κ = 2 EHDs, then there are 10!
(2!)5
= 113400
schedules. In addition, different values of κ need to be considered, which further
increases the number of schedules. Section 3.5 addresses above challenge via a
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heuristic protocol. The second challenge is imperfect channel gain knowledge. This
means the HAP is unable to determine the transmission order of EHDs because it
does not know the amount of energy harvested by each EHD. Consequently, if the
HAP arbitrarily selects two devices to transmit together, the respective transmission
of each device may not meet the required SINR threshold. Consequently, the HAP
will experience SIC failure. Lastly, the HAP needs to identify the optimal schedule
in Φ. One solution is to simply obtain the sample mean of each schedule in Φ; i.e., it




t(s), where L is some large number of frames. As L
approaches infinity, by the law of large numbers, it obtains the expected performance
of schedule s. The HAP then selects the schedule with the highest expected value.
This brute-force method, however, is inefficient.
Although adapting the transmission power or/and data rate of EHDs are not
considered, they can be incorporated as follows. Assume there are two EHDs, de-
noted as Dr1 and D
r
2, where r denotes a data rate, and two data rates r ∈ {1, 2}.
Example schedules in this case include S1 = {{D11}, {D12}}, S2 = {{D21}, {D12}},
S3 = {{D11}, {D22}}, S4 = {{D21}, {D22}}, S5 = {{D11, D12}} and so forth. In partic-
ular, in transmission schedule S1, both EHDs transmit with data rate r = 1 in two
separate slots. As for transmission schedule S5, both EHDs transmit in the same
slot using data rate r = 1. In a similar manner, adding various transmit power levels
results in additional transmission schedules whereby each EHD has a data rate and
also a transmit power when it is assigned a slot. From the aforementioned example,
it shows that the search space increased significantly when considering data rates
and transmit power. It is required to list all combinations of EHDs in each slot,
their transmit power levels and data rates. Moreover, as the HAP is unaware of the
energy at EHDs, some transmission schedules may not be feasible.
To conclude this section, the following presents an analytical comparison of the
theoretical throughput of TDMA and SIC schedules for K EHDs. Given the follow-
ing proposition:
Proposition 3.1. Assuming SIC is always successful, the throughput of a SIC sched-
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ule is always higher than a TDMA schedule as EHDs K →∞.
Proof. Let F̂ (S) be the throughput of SIC schedule calculated using (3.8). As SIC
is always successful, i.e., β → 0, and the received power from EHDs at the HAP is
ordered as γ̂1 ≤ γ̂2 ≤ . . . ≤ γ̂K , the throughput is formulated as the sum of the total
received data from all K EHDs. Thus,




















Using the property that sum of logarithms with the same base is the logarithm of a
product, it has

















On the other hand, for a TDMA schedule, the received power γ̆k is K times that
of a SIC schedule. This is because, as shown in Section 3.2.3, the duration of the
upload slot for SIC schedule is K times of a TDMA schedule. Thus, it has
γ̆k = Kγ̂k, ∀k = 1, . . . , K, (3.13)
and the throughput of TDMA, denoted as F̆ (T ), is















































Specifically, when the number of EHD K approaches infinity, and by applying































Note that, the denominator of (3.17) is derived by using the property that ∂
∂x
ax =
ln(a)ax, where a ∈ R. Here, both γ̂k and
∑K
k=1 γ̂k are constants. Hence, by applying





























where it uses a to represents the numerator of (3.18) as it is a real number, i.e.,














This proves that inequality (3.16) is always true for K → ∞, and thus, F̂ (S) >
F̆ (T ).
In Proposition 3.1, we focus on the average sum-rate given an uplink transmission
schedule with K time slots. Although SIC is assumed to be always successful, it
is worth noting that SIC allows multiple devices transmitting simultaneously in
a single time slot. Thus the number of slots decreases compare to TDMA. As a
result, the duration of each slot becomes larger, which mathematically results in
a lower transmit power by devices. In this respect, we show that having multiple
transmissions as enabled by SIC remains superior to simply scheduling one device
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per slot, e.g. TDMA. However, note that in high interference scenarios, SIC does not
meet the required SINR threshold. TDMA would typically be the optimal uplink
schedule that leads to the maximum sum-rate.
3.4 A Discrete Optimization Approach
This section proposes a solution based on the discrete stochastic optimization ap-
proach outlined in [124]. The basic idea is to view the set of transmission schedules
in Φ as the states of a Markov chain. If a transmission schedule or state has a high
reward, then this state will be visited more frequently than others, this state then
has a high occupancy probability. As it will show later, the algorithm starts in a
random state. Initially, there is uniform probability of transitioning to any states.
It then evaluates the average sum-rate of a given state and compare that against an-
other randomly selected state. Then the algorithm selects the state with the higher
reward. After that, it updates the occupancy probability of states to reflect how
often a state or transmission schedule has been visited. Upon convergence, the state
with the highest occupancy probability is the optimal transmission schedule.
3.4.1 Preliminaries
The approach operates over N episodes. Recall that the approach needs to evaluate
the reward, i.e., average sum-rate, of a given state and compare that against another
randomly selected state in each episode. To do so, each episode n ∈ {1, . . . , N}
consists of two superframes; each of which is further divided into T frames. A frame
t ∈ {1, . . . , T} consists of a charging and a transmit phase. Each frame will be used
to obtain the sample average reward of a transmission schedule. To represent the
occupancy probability of the transmission schedules in Φ in episode n, define the one
dimensional probability vector P [n] ∈ [0, 1]|Φ|. Also, let P [n, j] be the occupancy
probability of transmission schedule j ∈ Φ. For example, given Φ = {S1, . . . , SM},
it then has P [n] = [P [n, 1], . . . ,P [n,M ]]T . Note, for any episode n, the following
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condition holds:
∑
m∈ΦP [n,m] = 1.
The following presents the notation used to identify a transmission schedule.
Define Sn as the transmission schedule selected in episode n, and a two dimensional
matrix θ = {e1, e2, . . . , eM}, where em ∈ {0, 1}|Φ| is a column vector with its m-th
element set to one and all other elements are zero. For example, if it has M = 3
transmission schedules in Φ, then it has θ = {[1, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0], [0, 0, 1]}; note that
for each vector or column, the entry with a value of one identifies the transmission
schedule in question. Let S[n] ∈ θ denote the selected transmission schedule in
episode n. As an example, assume it has selected the first transmission schedule in
Φ, namely S[n] = [1, 0, 0] or Sn = S1. If instead it has S[n] = [0, 1, 0], then this
means the selected transmission schedule in episode n is Sn = S2. In each episode,
the occupancy probability of transmission schedules is updated as follows,
P [n+ 1] = P [n] + µ[n+ 1](S[n+ 1]−P [n]) (3.20)
where the step size is µ[n] = 1/n, meaning it decreases with increasing number of
episodes. To gain some intuition of (3.20), consider the following example. Let
there be ten episodes and transmission schedules S1 and S2. Assume S1 has been
used eight out of ten times. Then its occupancy probability will be 0.8 at episode
n = 10. In other words, (3.20) computes the running average of the number of times
in which a schedule is selected over n episodes.
To make specific the reward of each transmission schedule, let Q[n, Sn] be the
reward of the selected transmission schedule Sn in episode n. Note that the reward
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3.4.2 Step by Step Details
This subsection explains the proposed discrete optimization approach in detail; see
Algorithm 3.1. Algorithm 3.1 is executed by the HAP. At the beginning of each
scheduling time slot, the HAP runs Algorithm 3.1 to update the occupancy prob-
ability of all transmission schedules. Algorithm 3.1 converges to the best uplink
schedule at the end of the scheduling period. The algorithm starts by selecting an
initial transmission schedule S1 uniformly from Φ, see line 1. Here, the function
U(Φ) is a function that returns a transmission schedule Si from the set Φ in a uni-
form manner. Also, the initially selected schedule has an occupancy probability of
one. The occupancy probability of other transmission schedules is set to zero; see
line 2. The algorithm runs for N episodes. In each episode n, see line 3 to line 19,
it calculates the average reward of the given schedule Sn, see line 4 to line 7. After
that, it uniformly selects another transmission schedule Ŝn, see line 8, and calcu-
late its average reward over T frames, see line 9 to line 12. Then starting from
line 13 to line 17, the algorithm compares the average reward of the given schedule
Sn against the randomly selected schedule Ŝn, and selects the transmission schedule
with the higher reward. Lastly the occupancy probability P [n] is updated in line 18.
As mentioned earlier, the optimal transmission schedule achieves the highest occu-
pancy probability. This is exactly line 20, which returns the schedule S∗ that has
the maximum occupancy probability in P [N + 1].






Proof. From Algorithm 3.1, it shows that in each episode, it calculates F t(Sn) for
each frame t ∈ {1, . . . , T} and the reward using Equ. (3.21). Recall that, F t(Sn) is
derived from the the throughput of all K EHDs, see Equ. (3.8). Therefore, these
step has a run-time complexity of O(KT ). The algorithm then randomly selects
another schedule Ŝn and calculates F t(Ŝn), which also has a run time complexity of
O(KT ). Next, it compares the reward between the two schedules, which has run-
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time of O(1). However, it requires O(M) time to update the occupancy probability




. Thus, the total run time complexity for each
episode is O(KT + M) and there are N episodes. Hence, the run-time complexity





Also note that the communication overhead is O(KT ) because the HAP needs
to communicate to all K devices in each episode, i.e., T frames, to schedule their
uplink data transmissions. The communication overhead is less than 1/N compared
to the run-time, where N is the number of episodes.
Algorithm 3.1: Pseudocode of discrete optimization.
1 S1 = i = U(Φ)
2 P [1, i] = 1, P [1,m] = 0 for all m = 1, . . . ,M \ i.
3 for n = 1, . . . , N do
4 for t = 1, . . . , T do
5 Use Sn and calculate F t(Sn)
6 end
7 Obtain reward Q[n, Sn] as per Equ. (3.21)
8 Ŝn = U(Φ \ Sn)
9 for t = 1, . . . , T do
10 Use Ŝn and calculate F t(Ŝn)
11 end
12 Obtain reward Q[n, Ŝn] as per Equ. (3.21)
13 if Q[n, Sn] > Q[n, Ŝn] then
14 set Sn+1 = Sn
15 else
16 set Sn+1 = Ŝn
17 end
18 P [n+ 1] = P [n] + µ[n+ 1](S[n+ 1]−P [n])
19 end
20 Return S∗ = arg maxs∈ΦP [N + 1, s]
Next, the next result shows that Algorithm 3.1 converges to the optimal solution,
where it will eventually spend more time in the state or transmission schedule with
the maximum average system throughput. The previous claim uses the following
result from [124]:
Proposition 3.3. Let S∗, S and S̃ be transmission schedules, where S∗ 6= S and
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S∗ 6= S̃, Algorithm 3.1 converges to the optimal transmission schedule S∗ subject to,
P{Q[n, S∗] > Q[n, S]} > P{Q(n, S) > Q[n, S∗]} (3.22)
P{Q[n, S∗] > Q[n, S̃]} > P{Q[n, S] > Q[n, S̃]}. (3.23)
Inequality (3.22) represents the fact that for any episode n, the optimal trans-
mission schedule S∗ has a higher probability than transmission schedule S because
Q[n, S∗] has a higher value than Q[n, S]. Similarly, inequality (3.23) represents
the probability that the optimal transmission schedule is preferred over any other
transmission schedule S̃ ∈ Φ. The next proposition proves Algorithm-3.1 meets
inequalities (3.22) and (3.23), and thus it is optimal.
Proposition 3.4. Algorithm-3.1 finds the optimal transmission schedule S∗.
Proof. The quantityQ[n, S] can be approximated as a Gaussian distributionN (µ, σ2)
according to the Central Limit Theorem; this is reasonable as it is a sum of indepen-
dent data rate from each EHD. The variance σ2 is in the finite range [0,M ×Rmax],
where Rmax is the maximum data rate supported by an EHD. Note that the trans-
mit power of EHDs is bounded by their battery capacity B. Hence, MRmax is also
bounded. Denote the mean and variance of Q[n, ω] by µω and σ
2
ω, respectively. Con-
sider three schedules S∗, S and S̃. Assume µS∗ is larger than µS and µS̃. Referring
to (3.22), as Q[n, S∗] > Q[n, S], it has µS∗ > µS. Rewriting (3.22), we have
P{(Q[n, S∗]−Q[n, S] > 0}) > P{(Q[n, S)−Q[n, S∗]) > 0}.
The previous inequality can be rewritten as,
P{
(
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Equivalently, it has
P{N (µS∗ − µS, σ2S∗ + σ2S) > 0} >
P{
(
N (µS − µS∗ , σ2S + σ2S∗
)
> 0}. (3.25)
As the variance is the same, it thus has µS∗−µS > µS−µS∗ . This proves Algorithm-
3.1 satisfies (3.22). The steps above also show that Algorithm-3.1 satisfies (3.23),
and noting that transmission schedules have the same variance.
3.5 A Heuristic Approach
This section presents an approach that does not require the HAP to have all possible
transmission schedules.
3.5.1 Overview
An overview of the approach is depicted in Figure 3.3. Initially, the HAP applies
a TDMA schedule whereby each slot contains one EHD; i.e., there is no SIC. After
that, the HAP selects an upload slot and attempts to move each EHD in the selected
slot into a new slot. In particular, the HAP always select the slot that contains the
fewest number of EHDs. The main idea is to maximise the number of EHDs in each
slot, and thereby, reduce the overall schedule length. However, a challenging issue
is that EHDs in the same time slot may not meet the SINR threshold requirement.
Hence, it is important that EHD(s) that are moved into a slot have a suitable received
power difference with existing EHD(s) in the slot. Therefore, when moving a EHD
into another slot, the HAP first calculates the power difference between the EHD to
existing EHDs in all other slots. It then moves the EHD into the slot that has the
maximum received power difference; see details in later section. After relocating an
EHD, the HAP compares the reward, i.e., the throughput, of the revised schedule. If
the new schedule leads to a higher reward, the new schedule is adopted. Otherwise,
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Figure 3.3: Flowchart of the heuristic approach.
the HAP reverts back to the old schedule and proceeds to the next iteration. The
HAP then identifies the next EHD to be moved and the above process repeats. The
algorithm/scheduler ends when it can no longer move a device(s) from any slots.
3.5.2 Preliminaries
Similar to the discrete optimization approach proposed in Section 3.4, the heuristic
approach also operates over n = 1, . . . , N episodes. Each episode consists of two
superframes, which are divided into T frames; each frame consists of a charging and
a transmit phase. Using Sn and Ŝn to denote the transmission schedule in the first
and the second superframes of episode n, respectively. Recall that there are k EHDs.
Define gn[k,m] as the received power difference at the HAP between device Dk and
device Dm in episode n, where k,m ∈ {1, . . . , K}. It is calculated as follows. Let
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γ̂(k, n) be the average received power from EHD Dk to the HAP over T frames in







Let γ(k) be the average received power from EHD Dk to the HAP over the first to







Then, the average received power difference gn[k,m] is calculated as,
gn[k,m] = |γ(m)− γ(k)| (3.28)
Recall that C(Sn, ω) represents the transmission set in upload slot ω of schedule Sn,
where ω = 1, . . . , |Sn|. Let G(m,ω) be the minimum gap between device Dm and
all devices in the upload slot ω. In other words,
G(m,ω) = MIN{gn[k,m] | k ∈ C(Sn, ω)} (3.29)
Note that, G(m,ω) = 0 if slot ω reaches the maximum decoding capacity κ, i.e.,
|C(Sn, ω)| = κ. Let ω̂ be the index of upload slot that contains the minimum number
of devices. In other words,
ω̂ = arg min
ω=1,...,|Sn|
{|C(Sn, ω)|} (3.30)
As represented in Section 3.5.1, the aim is to move device(s) in slot ω̂ to another
slot. Specifically, a device Dm will be moved to slot ω
∗(m) which has the maximum
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minimum power gap. That is,
ω∗(m) = arg max
ω∈{1,...,|Sn|}\{ω̂}
{G(m,ω)}, ∀m ∈ C(Sn, ω̂) (3.31)
The motivation for the previous expression is to ensure transmissions have the
highest possible SINR. This ensures the HAP be able to decode each transmission,
and thus subtract it from the interference of subsequent transmissions.
3.5.3 Step by Step Details
This subsection presents the proposed heuristic protocol in Algorithm 3.2. Initially,
the protocol uses TDMA schedule as S1.
The algorithm then runs for N episodes. In each episode n, given schedule Sn,
the algorithm first obtains its average reward Q[n, Sn] over T frames, as shown from
line 3 to line 6; it then calculates the average received power γ(k) for each EHD k
over n episodes, see line 7. Here, note that schedule Sn changes in different episodes,
thus, the received power from EHD k also changes according to the schedule length,
i.e., the received power is in proportion to the number of upload slot of a schedule.
Therefore, in order to calculate the average received power from EHD k, it is needed
to normalise γ̂(k, n) in Equ. (3.27) to a unit upload slot. After that, the algorithm
finds an upload slot ω̂ with the minimum number of devices; see line 8. Then for
each device in slot ω̂, the algorithm determines a destination slot for the device; i.e.,
ω∗(m) in line 11. It then moves each device m ∈ C(Sn, ω̂) to ω∗(m) and obtains a
new schedule Ŝn; see line 12. Given the new schedule, the algorithm calculates the
average reward over T frames, see line 14 to line 17; compare the average reward
of schedule Ŝn against that of the original schedule Sn and update the schedule
with the one has higher reward, see line 18 to line 21. In subsequent episodes, the
algorithm iteratively moves the device(s) in C(Sn, ω̂) to ω∗(m) and generates a new
schedule Ŝn in each episode. The algorithm terminates when the current schedule
reaches the minimum length, i.e., |Sn+1| = dK
κ
e from line 23 to line 24. This means
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that no device can be moved because all other slots are at the maximum decoding
capacity.
Algorithm 3.2: Pseudocode of the heuristic solution.
1 S1 = {{1}, {2}, · · · , {K}}
2 for n = 1, . . . , N do
3 for t = 1, . . . , T do
4 Use Sn to calculate F t(Sn) and γtk
5 end
6 Obtain reward Q[n, Sn] as per Equ. (3.21)
7 Calculate γ(k) as per Equ. (3.26) and Equ. (3.27)
8 Find ω̂ as per Equ. (3.30)
9 for m ∈ C(Sn, ω̂) do
10 Calculate G(m,ω) as per Equ. (3.29) and G(m,ω) = 0 if
|C(S0, ω̂)| = κ
11 Obtain ω∗(m) as per Equ. (3.31)
12 Move device Dm to slot ω
∗(m) to generate a new schedule Ŝn
13 end
14 for t = 1, . . . , T do
15 Use Ŝn to calculate F t(Ŝn)
16 end
17 Obtain reward Q[n, Ŝn] as per Equ. (3.21)
18 if Q[n, Ŝn] > Q[n, Sn] then
19 set Sn+1 = Ŝn
20 else
21 set Sn+1 = Sn
22 end






27 Return S∗ = Sn+1
Proposition 3.5. The run time complexity of the heuristic solution is O((T +
κ)KN +N2).
Proof. In each episode, the heuristic solution first calculate the received power γtk
for all K devices and obtain F t(Sn) over T frames. This step has a run time
complexity of O(KT ). Next, it calculate reward Q[n, Sn] by summing all F t(Sn) for
t = 1, . . . , T , which has a run time complexity of O(T ). It then calculate γ(k) by
averaging from the first episode to the current episode n, which run time complexity
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Table 3.1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value(s)
Proportion of charging duration and
data transfer duration in a frame
1:1
The HAP’s transmit power P [125] 30 dBm (1 Watt)
Antenna gain for HAP and EHDs
3 dBi and 2 dBi as per the
Waspmote datasheet2
Slow fading variance σ [126] 3 dB
Path loss L0 at reference distance 1 m
[126]
30 dB
Path loss exponent α [126] 2.5
Parameters for non-linear energy har-
vesting model ζ1, ζ2 and ζ3 [119]
150, 0.014 and 24mW
Noise variance σ20 [127] −80 dBm
Bandwidth B [127] 1 MHz
2 http://www.libelium.com
is O(n) and total of O(N(N+1)
2
) = O(N2) over all episodes. After this, the algorithm
takes O(|Sn|) time to find ω̂, and O(|C(Sn, ω̂)||Sn|) time to calculate ω∗(m) and
moving. Note that |C(Sn, ω̂)| ≤ κ and |Sn| ≤ K. Thus, these steps, i.e., line 8-12,
have a total run time complexity of O(κK). The algorithm then takes O(KT ) to run
and calculate the reward of new schedule. Therefore, the total run time of heuristic
solution over N episodes is O((KT + κK)N +N2) = O((T + κ)KN +N2).
3.6 Evaluation
The following parameters are used for the non-linear energy harvesting model [119]:
ζ1 = 150, ζ2 = 0.014 and ζ3 = 24. The sensing field is a circle with a radius of
10 meters. It places the HAP at the centre of circle and randomly deploy EHDs
with an uniform probability. There are three sets of experiments that are used to
demonstrate the convergence of discrete optimizer, and then evaluate the proposed
approaches in small and large scale random networks. Other simulation parameters
are shown in Table 3.1 or in the corresponding subsections. In particular, the values
of noise variance and bandwidth are derived from LTE CAT-M standard.
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3.6.1 Convergence of discrete optimizer
This section studies the convergence of the proposed discrete optimization algorithm
to the best schedule. The number of frames in each super-frame of the discrete
optimization approach is set to 20. The network places three EHDs D1, D2 and
D3 at 6.4, 3.1 and 4.7 meters away to the HAP, respectively. In this case, there
are five possible transmission schedules: S1 = [(D1, D2, D3)], S2 = [(D1), (D2, D3)],
S3 = [(D2), (D1, D3)], S4 = [(D3), (D1, D2)] and S5 = [(D1), (D2), (D3)]. Recording
the occupancy probability of these schedules for the following SINR threshold β
values: 0, 2, 4 dB.
Figure 3.4 shows the occupancy probability of all schedules fluctuates signifi-
cantly in the first 200 episodes. This is because the initially selected schedule has an
occupancy probability of one but it may not have a high reward. Consequently, the
HAP continues to select other schedules. In addition, the step size 1/n is large ini-
tially. Therefore, in each episode, the schedule with a large reward will have a large
occupancy probability. With increasing number of episodes, the step size reduces,
which allows the algorithm to converge to the schedule with the best reward.
It shows from Figures 3.4a and 3.4c that there exists a best schedule for each
SINR threshold. In Figure 3.4a and Figure 3.4b, when β = 0 dB and 2 dB, schedule
[(D1, D2, D3)] has the highest occupancy probability. However, when β = 4 dB,
see Figure 3.4c, the occupancy probability of schedule [(D1, D2, D3)] decreased
significantly. In contrast, schedule [(D3), (D1, D2)] becomes the best schedule. This
is expected because when the SINR threshold β is small, more transmitting devices
can co-exist together in the same time slot, which results in a higher throughput.
Conversely, a large β value results in more SIC failures.
The next study concerns the average throughput of all five schedules for differ-
ent SINR threshold values. A brute-force method is used to calculate the average
throughput by running each schedule for 1000 frames as per Equ. (3.21). From
Figure 3.5a, it shows that the performance of these schedules is consistent with the
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occupancy probability shown in Figure 3.4. Specifically, when β = 0 dB, schedule
[(D1, D2, D3)] achieves an average throughput of 8.3 Mbps. It also has the highest
occupancy probability of around 0.97 as shown in Figure 3.4a. This is expected as
the difference in received power can be low in order for SIC to be successful. Then
with an increasing SINR threshold from 0 dB to 2 dB, the throughput of schedule
[(D1, D2, D3)] experiences a significant decrease from 8.3 to 6.8 Mbps, which also


















Schedeule [(D1, D2, D3)]
Schedeule [(D1), (D2, D3)]
Schedeule [(D2), (D1, D3)]
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Schedeule [(D1, D2, D3)]
Schedeule [(D1), (D2, D3)]
Schedeule [(D2), (D1, D3)]
Schedeule [(D3), (D1, D2)]
Schedeule [(D1), (D2), (D3)]
(b)
Figure 3.4: Occupancy probability for three EHDs with five schedules under different
SINR thresholds: (a) β = 0 dB, (b) β = 2 dB, (c) β = 4 dB.
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Schedeule [(D1, D2, D3)]
Schedeule [(D1), (D2, D3)]
Schedeule [(D2), (D1, D3)]
Schedeule [(D3), (D1, D2)]
Schedeule [(D1), (D2), (D3)]
(c)
Figure 3.4: Occupancy probability for three EHDs with five schedules under different
SINR thresholds: (a) β = 0 dB, (b) β = 2 dB, (c) β = 4 dB. (cont.)
causes its occupancy probability to drop from nearly 1.0, see Figure 3.4a, to 0.6, see
Figure 3.4b. Finally, when β exceeds 3 dB, schedule [(D3), (D1, D2)] achieves an
average throughput of 5.6 Mbps, which outperforms schedule [(D1, D2, D3)]. This
means schedule [(D3), (D1, D2)] has the highest occupancy probability of around
0.6.
This last experiment first obtains the best schedule using the proposed solution.
It then compares the throughput of the best schedule with the TDMA schedule and
Slotted Aloha. Briefly, TDMA schedule refers to the schedule that only allows one
device to transmit in a given upload slot. The Slotted Aloha schedule has a given
slot number, where EHDs randomly select a slot to transmit. These experiments
study different SINR threshold β values and number of EHDs K. The average
system throughput is calculated over 500 frames as per Equ. (3.21).
Figures 3.5b and 3.5c compare the best schedule computed by the approach
against the TDMA schedule and Slotted Aloha schedule over different SINR thresh-
old β values and number of EHDs K. As explained earlier, there is a corresponding
best schedule for a given β value. Therefore, the best schedule shown in Figure 3.5b
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contains two schedules, i.e., [(D1, D2, D3)] and [(D3), (D1, D2)] under different β
values.
Figure 3.5b shows the impact on the average throughput for different SINR
thresholds. It considers the topology with three EHDs. Notice that, with the
increase of SINR threshold, both of the best schedule and Slotted Aloha schedule
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(b)
Figure 3.5: (a) Average system throughput for K = 3 EHDs with five schedules
under different SINR thresholds; (b) A comparison of average throughput when there
are K = 3 EHDs under different SINR thresholds; (c) Average system throughput
with β = 2 dB versus number of EHDs.
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Slotted Aloha with 3 slots
Slotted Aloha with 4 slots
(c)
Figure 3.5: (a) Average system throughput for K = 3 EHDs with five schedules
under different SINR thresholds; (b) A comparison of average throughput when there
are K = 3 EHDs under different SINR thresholds; (c) Average system throughput
with β = 2 dB versus number of EHDs.(cont.)
experience throughput degradation. As explained earlier, a large β value means
there needs to be a high received power difference in order to ensure a successful
SIC. As a result, there is a higher chance of SIC failures. In addition, when β = 0
dB, the throughput obtained by the best schedule is 1.5 times of the throughput
by Slotted Aloha, and nearly twice the throughput of TDMA. When β = 2 dB,
the best schedule outperforms Slotted Aloha by 2 Mps. The performance of Slotted
Aloha is the same as TDMA when β = 4 dB. the schedule outperforms them by 0.5
Mbps. Note that in high interference scenarios or the required SINR threshold is a
very large value. An orthogonal multiple access approach TDMA would typically
be the optimal uplink schedule that leads to the maximum sum-rate.
Figure 3.5c compares the average throughput of different schedules over different
number of EHDs. The SINR threshold β is set to 2 dB. First, note that since β is
small, the probability of SIC failure is low. Therefore, the Slotted Aloha schedule
with three slots outperforms the case with four slots. This is because there are more
EHDs in each time slot. Moreover, when K = 3, TDMA outperforms both Slotted
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Aloha with three and four slots. The reason is because Slotted Aloha randomly select
EHDs into different slots, which may lead to idle slot(s). Consequently, the resulting
schedule has a low throughput. Figure 3.5c also shows that the best schedule from
the solution achieves the highest throughput, which outperforms Slotted Aloha by
50% when there are five EHDs.
3.6.2 Small scale random networks
This section contains an evaluation of the heuristic approach, discrete optimization,
Frame Slotted Aloha and TDMA in small scale networks with five devices. Specifi-
cally, the heuristic approach is run three times with 1, 50, and 200 frames, denoted
as HA-1, HA-50 and HA-200, respectively. Frame Slotted Aloha has two or three
slots, which is denoted as FSA-2 and FSA-3, respectively. In addition, this section
shows the throughput when the HAP has perfect CSI, denoted as pSIC; that is, the
HAP constructs a schedule using perfect CSI where each slot contains the maximum
number of transmissions that it decode successfully using SIC. In the first experi-
ment, the average throughput is computed over 100 random network realizations.
The second experiment studies the convergence time of discrete optimization and
heuristic approach using 1, 50, and 200 frames. In particular, the discrete optimiza-
tion is assumed to converge if one schedule has the highest occupancy probability
over 100 subsequent episodes. Similarly, the heuristic approach converges if the
learned best schedule does not change over 100 subsequent episodes. The results
are averaged based on 500 topologies realizations.
From Figure 3.6, it shows that the perfect SIC achieves the highest through-
put. This is reasonable because the perfect SIC scheduling is based on exact CSI
information, thus it enables SIC to be successful in each upload slot. In addition,
it shows that with the increase of SINR threshold, the throughput of perfect SIC
first increases reaching the maximum when β = 2 dB, and then reduces. This is
because when SINR threshold is very small, i.e., less than 2 dB, there is a high
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Figure 3.6: Average throughput of heuristic approach with 1 (HA-1), 50 (HA-
50) and 200 frames (HA-200), discrete optimization, Frame Slotted Aloha with two
(FSA-2) and three slots (FSA-3), perfect SIC and TDMA under different SINR
thresholds in random networks with five devices.
probability that SIC will success between any devices. However, such simultane-
ously transmission does not guarantee a high throughput because the difference in
received power does lead to a SINR that exceeds the required threshold. Moreover,
the throughput of HA-50, HA-200, discrete optimization and perfect SIC reduce
and approach TDMA with the increasing of SINR threshold. This is because there
are more SIC failures and eventually no simultaneously transmission occurs. From
Figure 3.6, it shows that HA-200 outperforms HA-1 and HA-50, especially when
SINR threshold is greater than 5 dB. This is because the estimated received power
for each device is more accurate with more frame realizations. Thus, HAP has a
higher chance of learning a better transmission schedule. Another observation is
that discrete optimization outperforms heuristic approach by about 105 bps when
SINR threshold is less than 6 dB. This is because discrete optimization learns the
best schedule by measuring the reward of all possible schedules. However, with in-
creasing SINR thresholds, the throughput of discrete optimization is the same as
HA-200 and approaches TDMA due to SIC failures.
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Figure 3.7: Convergence time in frames of discrete optimization, heuristic approach
with 1 (HA-1), 50 (HA-50) and 200 frames (HA-200) in five device random networks.
Lastly, Figure 3.6 shows that the throughput of FSA-3 is lower than FSA-2 when
SINR threshold is less than 9 dB. This is because when there are three fixed slots, the
probability that a slot has not been assigned any device to transmit is higher than
that with two slots. Thus, FSA-3 wastes more transmit opportunities than FSA-2
and results lower throughput. However, when SINR threshold is greater than 9 dB,
FSA-3 has a higher throughput than FSA-2. This is because the probability of SIC
failure increases and FSA-2 has more simultaneously transmissions than FSA-3 in
each upload slot. Thus, FSA-2 is easier to result in a low throughput. Also note
that, HA-1 has a similar throughput as FSA-2. This is because HA-1 arbitrarily
generates a schedule based on an estimated over one frame. Thus, it has a similar
performance as the random approach, e.g., Frame Slotted Aloha.
Figure 3.7 shows the convergence time of discrete optimization and heuristic ap-
proach with 1, 50, and 200 frames under small scale networks. It shows that the
discrete optimization converges after more than 3000 frames when SINR threshold
is between 0 and 7 dB. This is because when the SINR threshold is small, any
combination of simultaneously transmissions has a high chance of success. Thus,
schedules with many simultaneous transmissions may have a similar reward. There-
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fore, discrete optimization requires a longer time to find the best schedule. However,
it shows that the convergence time reduces gradually with higher SINR thresholds.
This is because SIC failures occur, which enlarge the difference in received reward be-
tween schedules. This allows discrete optimization to find the best schedule quickly.
On the other hand, the convergence time of HA-50 and HA-200 first increases and
then reduces with increasing SINR thresholds. This is because when SINR thresh-
old is small, heuristic approach is able to successfully move any device to any slot.
Thus, it quickly reaches the maximum decoding capacity. In contrast, when the
SINR threshold is large, i.e., larger than 12 dB, it likely retains the TDMA schedule
because any simultaneously transmitting leads to SIC failure.
Note that when the SINR threshold is between 7 and 9 dB, the convergence time
of HA-200 is higher than that of DO in terms of frames. This is because HA-200 has
200 frames in each superframe. However, DO only has 20 frames in each superframe.
Recall that both DO and HA calculate the average throughput of two schedules in
both super-frames. After that it selects the schedule with a higher throughput.
When the SINR threshold is 8 dB, HA-200 converges to a schedule after 9 episodes,
whilst DO converges to a schedule after 75 episodes. However the convergence time
of HA-200 is 3600 frames, which is still larger than the required convergence time
of DO, which is 3000 frames.
Another observation from Figure 3.7 is that the convergence time of HA-1 is
much lower than that of HA-50 and HA-200. The reason is because the heuristic
approach arbitrarily moves devices to transmit simultaneously due to the lack of
accurate estimation of the average received power. Thus, the approach converges
fast as it quickly reaches the maximum decoding capacity. However, recall that in
Figure 3.6, the average throughput of HA-1 is significantly lower with maximum
gap of more than 106 bps than that of HA-50 and HA-200, especially when SINR
threshold is larger than 6 dB.
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Figure 3.8: Average throughput of the heuristic approach with 1 (HA-1), 50 (HA-
50) and 200 frames (HA-200), Frame Slotted Aloha with seven (FSA-7) and eight
slots (FSA-8), perfect SIC and TDMA under various SINR thresholds in 20 devices
networks.
3.6.3 Large scale random networks
This set of experiments compares the heuristic approach, perfect SIC, and Frame
Slotted Aloha with TDMA in large scale networks with 20 EHDs. Similar to the
small scale simulations, this section also evaluates the heuristic approach with 1,
50, and 200 frames. Note that, given the maximum decoding capacity of three,
the minimum schedule length is six slots. Therefore, Frame Slotted Aloha uses
seven and eight slots, which are denoted by FSA-7 and FSA-8, respectively. The
average throughput is obtained over 500 random network realizations. After that,
this section investigates the average throughput under different number of EHDs
when the SINR threshold is fixed to 4 dB. Both results are averaged based on 100
networks realizations.
Figure 3.8 shows the average throughput is the highest if the HAP has perfect
SIC, see the curve for pSIC. Also note that, the throughput of pSIC first increases
and then reduces with increasing SINR threshold. This is consistent with the results
for small scale networks as shown in Section 3.6.2. On the other hand, notice that
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HA-50 has a lower throughput than TDMA when the SINR threshold is greater than
8 dB. This is because the estimates of devices received power when using HA-50 is
inaccurate, and thus, SIC failures occur and lead to a lower throughput. In contrast,
the throughput of HA-200 is always higher than TDMA. This is because HA-200 has
more accurate estimation than HA-50. Moreover, the throughput of HA-1, FSA-7
and FSA-8 reduces with increasing SINR thresholds. These results are consistent
with those in the small scale networks; see Section 3.6.2.
3.7 Conclusion
An important problem in future IoT systems is to collect data from RF-energy
harvesting devices. To this end, this chapter outlines an uplinks scheduling problem
from these devices. Specifically, it outlines a novel problem whereby a HAP has
to select the best transmission schedule without CSI knowledge. This problem is
significant because it allows a HAP to collect data without first collecting CSI. To
solve the said problem, this chapter contains a discrete optimization approach to
find the best one among all possible schedules. However, the number of schedules
increases exponentially with the number of devices. Thus, it proposes a heuristic
approach that allows the HAP to learn the best schedule. The simulation results
show that both proposed solutions are able to find a “good” schedule even though
the HAP has imperfect CSI. Moreover, the results show that the heuristic approach
is able to compute a solution for large-scale networks and has a near optimal solution
as compared to the discrete optimization approach in small networks.
The proposed link scheduling does not consider energy trade-off between data
sampling and transmissions, or study how it affects the number of samples collected
by the HAP over T time slots. These limitations are addressed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
Link Scheduling for Ambient Backscatter
assisted WPCN
This chapter aims to maximize the number of uploaded samples by devices in wireless
powered Internet of Things (IoTs) networks. To do so, it takes advantage of ambient
backscatter communications (AmBC) to help sensor devices conserve energy, and
thus leaving them with more energy to collect samples. Specifically, this chapter
contains the following contributions:
• It considers hybrid devices with the following operation modes: (a) sampling,
(b) data upload to the HAP via their conventional radio, (c) transmit samples
via AmBC to a neighbour, or (d) receive data via AmBC from a neighbour.
Note that, feature (c) and (d) mean any device can become a relay if doing so
helps increase the number of samples that arrive at the HAP in future time
slots.
• It contains a novel Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP) for determining the
operation mode of each device in each time slot. Its objective is to maximise
the amount of samples collected over a given time horizon. It also presents a
heuristic approach that allows the HAP to efficiently schedule the operation
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mode of each device in large scale IoT networks. It uses two weights that
correspond to a device’s preference as to whether it should transmit via its
conventional radio or AmBC.
• Lastly, it contains a mathematical analysis that compares the total uploaded
data in cases with and without AmBC. The analysis shows that equipping
devices with AmBC does lead to more samples at the HAP. The analysis
shows rigorously that even when all devices have sufficient energy, there exists
a real value n, which is the number of devices gathering backscattered data
from neighbours, whereby a AmBC-assisted system uploads more samples than
one without AmBC. In addition, this chapter shows that n is lower and upper
bounded by the number of channels, number of time slots, sampling rate,
uploading and backscattering data rates.
The rest chapter is structured as follows, Section 4.1 shows a toy example to il-
lustrate the research problem. Section 4.2 presents the system model and notation.
The MILP is presented in Section 4.3 followed by the proposed heuristic in Sec-
tion 4.4. Section 4.5 discusses the simulation methodology and results. Section 4.6
concludes this chapter .
4.1 Toy Model
This section shows a novel AmBC assisted wireless powered IoT network; see Fig-
ure 4.1. In this network, devices have the ability to transmit data via their conven-
tional radio or use AmBC; such hybrid devices have been studied in [43, 91, 92, 94,
101]. A Hybrid Access Point (HAP) first supplies energy to charge these devices.
Using their harvested RF energy, they then collect one or more samples and transmit
these samples to the HAP. A unique feature of the said IoT network is that devices
have the option of transmitting their sample(s) directly to the HAP using their con-







Figure 4.1: An example of an AmBC assisted wireless powered IoT network. The
green and black arrows represent the RF energy transfer and the data upload. The
dashed red circle indicates the AmBC’s transmission range. The double dashed
arrow represents ambient RF signals from an existing energy source and the single
dashed arrow represents data transmission via AmBC.
to relay data to another device. For example, as shown in Figure 4.1, assume device
B has insufficient energy to power its conventional radio. It thus backscatters its
samples to device C with negligible energy cost. Device C then collects and packages
all samples before sending them to the HAP using its conventional radio.
Given the aforementioned network, this chapter studies a novel problem: max-
imise the number of samples uploaded by AmBC capable devices over multiple slots.
A key consideration is the fundamental trade-off between the energy used for sam-
pling, and data transmissions over a conventional radio or AmBC.
4.2 System Model
Let I be the set of devices with index i, where i ∈ I = {1, . . . , I}. The system
considers a Harvest-Sample-Transmit (HST) model. Figure 4.2 shows an example of
the HST model; the HAP h first charges all devices in I via RF for λ seconds followed
by a Sample-Transmit period. Using the harvested energy, each device samples and






Figure 4.2: An example of the HST model.
that the Sample-Transmit period is divided into T time slots. Each time slot has
duration τ (in seconds) and is indexed by t, where t ∈ T = {1, . . . , T}. In each time
slot t, the HAP determines sampling and transmission operations, i.e., uploading,







i are used to indicate whether device i is in the following modes:
sampling, uploading, backscatter transmission (B-tx) or backscatter reception (B-
rx). The corresponding binary indicator is set to one if a device is in a given mode,
and zero otherwise. Further details regarding constraints related to the above binary
indicators will be detailed in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.
4.2.1 RF Energy Harvesting Model
By using gi to indicate the channel coefficient between the HAP and device i ∈ I




where dhi is the distance from HAP to device i, and κ and α are the path loss and
environment components, respectively. Hence, using Equ. (4.1), the incident RF




where P is the HAP’s transmit power. The harvested energy at device i is thus,
Ei = ηλpi, (4.3)
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where η is the energy conversion efficiency.
4.2.2 Transmission Model
Devices within communication range of one another transmits/receives at a given
data rate. Devices have two transmission modes: (i) active RF transmissions via
their conventional radio, or (ii) backscattering. Devices are located within the trans-
mission range of the HAP, and communicate via active RF transmissions using one
of F channels. In addition, devices can use AmBC to transmit their data by ex-
ploiting signals from external RF sources such as those from a television and cellular
tower; see [11] for further information. Devices have a uniform backscattering range
of γ meters. Let B(i) be the neighbours of device i that is within its backscattering
communication range. Formally,
B(i) = {j | j ∈ I, dij ≤ γ}. (4.4)
Let the binary variable ltij indicate whether device i is backscattering to device j in
time slot t. Note that, devices can only backscatter to or receive backscattered data





ji) ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T . (4.5)
In addition, a device i experiences interference if any of its neighbours within γ is






ltjk ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T . (4.6)
Note, Equ.(4.6) does not comprehensively consider all situations. For example,
suppose devices j, l, m and k are neighbours of device i. Device j is backscattering
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data to l, and at the same time m is backscattering data to k. However, djk and dml
are both larger than γ. In this case, both links can be scheduled in the same time
slot. Hence, the interference constraint is improved and modified in Chapter 5, e.g.,
Equ.(5.11).
In each time slot t, a device can be in one of three transmission modes: uploading,









i ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T . (4.7)
The indicator variable bti and r
t


























ji) ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T . (4.10)
4.2.3 Sampling and Storage
In this section, it is assumed that devices are able to sample and transmit via active
RF or AmBC simultaneously in one time slot. Samples collected by a device in a
time slot can only be transmitted in the next time slot. All devices have a uniform
data generation rate of Rs bps when they are in the sampling mode. Also, Ru and
Rb (bps) denote the data transmission rate when device is in the uploading and
backscattering mode, respectively. It is assumed that devices can only upload when
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it has at least τRu sampled data, and can only backscatter when the sampled data
is at least τRb. This is reasonable because devices need sufficient data before they
can form a packet for transmission. The data buffer Dti of device i at the beginning











(ltji − ltij). (4.11)
It assumes devices have a sufficiently large data buffer and Dti is unbounded because
any data that has not been transmitted will be discarded at the end of the HST







Let ρs and ρu be the respective energy consumption rate when devices are in
the sampling and uploading mode. Devices are assumed to have the same energy
consumption rate of ρb when in the B-tx and B-rx mode. Thus, the battery level B
t
i
of device i at the beginning of time slot t̂ is















which is calculated as the difference between the total harvested energy and total
energy consumed by different operation modes from time slot t = 1 to t = t̂ − 1.
Note, when device i uses up all of the harvested energy, i.e., we have B t̂i = 0 or a
very small value, it will remain in ‘sleep’ mode with no further operations. On the
other hand, similar to the data buffer, any energy that has not been used will be
discarded at the end of the HST period.
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4.3 Problem Statement and Formulations
The MILP to follow determines the operation mode of devices at each time slot.
Recall that the backscatter link status ltij corresponds to the operation mode b
t
i and









Its constraints are related to the operation mode of devices, interference, energy
and data conservation. Firstly, in terms of operation mode, it has (4.10). Secondly,
for upload channels it has
∑
i∈I
uti ≤ F, ∀t ∈ T . (4.15)
The third constraint is related to backscatter interference, as shown in Section 3.2.3,
which is represented by (4.6).












(ltji − ltij) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I,∀t̂ ∈ T . (4.16)
Fifth, it needs to ensure devices only use energy they have harvested. Using















ij) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I. (4.17)
Note that, ληPκd−αhi is a constant under a given topology. Finally, the proposed
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s.t. (4.6), (4.10), (4.15), (4.16), (4.17).
Note that, (4.P1) has TI(I+ 2) binary variables and 3TI+ I+T constraints. Each
device has four transmission modes in each time slot: uploading, B-tx, B-rx and idle;
each mode has two sample status, i.e., either to sample or not to sample. Thus, there
are (8I)T possible combinations of operation modes for all devices in T time slots.
Hence, the problem becomes intractable with increasing network size. The proposed
MILP (4.P1) can be solved using any commercial solvers; e.g., Gurobi [128].
To conclude this section, please note the following points. First, the topology is
known to the HAP, meaning the HAP is aware of the nodes that will be interfered
by a backscattering transmission. In practice, a network operator may instruct each
device to backscatter a HELLO message in turn. Devices then record whether they
have received the HELLO message from a device. This information is then used to
build the set B(i) of device i. Also, the HELLO messages can be used to ascertain
the average channel gain. This information is then used to calculate the amount
of energy harvested by each device, which in turn is used by the MILP solution to
determine the mode of each device for each time slot. The HAP then programs
each device with their mode over T time slots accordingly. Note that this schedule
remains fixed and only needs to be revised when there is a change to the network.
The next section shows an example of AmBC assisted data transmissions dou-
bling the number of samples uploaded to the HAP. After that, it proves rigorously
the benefits of using AmBC in an IoT network.
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(b)
Figure 4.3: Data transmissions (a) without and (b) with AmBC assisted. The
symbol ? denotes a device in sampling mode, which results in a new sample in the
next time slot. Filled blocks indicate the number of samples. The blank and grey
blocks indicate AmBC and conventional radio transmissions, respectively.
4.3.1 An Example
Consider the topology depicted in Figure 4.1. Assume T = 5, Rs = 1, Rb = 2 and
Ru = 4. Moreover, assume after charging, device A and C have sufficient energy
while device B can only sample for the first two time slots but has insufficient
energy to transmit directly to the HAP. In case of no AmBC, referring to the data
transmission schedule in Figure 4.3a, only device A or C is able to transmit its
samples to the HAP. This results in a total upload of four samples. The remaining
samples are wasted. On the other hand, in the case of AmBC, see Figure 4.3b,
device B is able to backscatter its two samples to device C. Then device C has
five samples at time t4, including its own, and thus it can transmit four (Ru = 4)
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samples to the HAP. Lastly, device A transmits its four samples to the HAP. Hence,
HAP receives a total of eight samples, which doubles the case without AmBC.
4.3.2 Analysis
This section contains a mathematical proof that shows the total uploaded data for
a WPCN with and without backscatter capability; viz. Lemma 4.1 and 4.2. It
assumes all devices have sufficient energy for sampling and data transmissions.
Lemma 4.1. Given Rs  Rb  Ru and F < I, the maximum total data uploaded
to the HAP over T time slots, denoted as D̂(T ), without backscatter is
D̂(T ) =









< T ≤ φ′u,
N ′u × IτRu + D̂′(T ′), if T > φ′u,
(4.18)
where







0, if T ′ ≤ Ru
Rs
,





< T ′ < φ′u,
(4.20)
and
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Proof. It starts with a few key definitions. In order to acquire data for transmission,










Define an upload cycle (U-cycle) as the number of time slots taken by devices to




u. Recall that devices
must first sample for t′s time slots to acquire sufficient data to upload to the HAP.
There are two cases to consider: i) t′u ≤ t′s, meaning a device’s data upload completes
before it has the next sample ready. Thus, there is an overlap period between two





t′u ≤ t′s, ii) t′s < t′u, meaning each device samples for t′s time slots and it is ready to
upload again. Referring to Figure 4.4b, it shows that a device has a sample ready









The total uploaded data D̂(T ) over T time slots is proportional to the number
of U-cycles over T time slots since all devices upload once every U-cycle. Note that,
there is no overlap period in the last U-cycle. Specifically, D̂(T ) is dependent on the
following cases:
1. T ≤ t′s, meaning devices have not sampled sufficient data to upload. Therefore,
the total uploaded data is zero.
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Figure 4.4: The overlap between two U-cycles for devices under two cases: (a)
t′u ≤ t′s, and (b) t′s < t′u.
2. t′s < T ≤ t′s + t′u, meaning all devices have sufficient data to upload, but not
all of them are able to upload once over time T . Therefore, the total uploaded
data is (T − t′s)FτRu.
3. T > t′s+ t
′
u, meaning all devices will be able to upload their data at least once.
Thus, the total uploaded data is calculated based on the number of U-cycles
over T time slots. Let N ′u denote the number of complete U-cycles, which is
defined as




Let T ′ = T − N ′u × (φ′u − φ′o) denote the number of remaining time slots.
Consider T ′ = 0, meaning it has exactly N ′u U-cycles. Thus, the total uploaded
data is N ′uIτRu. Next, consider T
′ > 0, meaning there is an incomplete U-
cycle. It thus needs to account for the data uploaded over these T ′ time
slots. Let this amount be D̂′(T ′). This means over time T , the total uploaded
data is N ′uIτRu + D̂
′(T ′). If T ′ ≤ t′s, then devices have insufficient data to
upload during T ′. Thus, D̂′(T ′) = 0. Otherwise, when t′s < T
′ < φ′u, all
devices have sufficient data, but not all of them are able to upload, meaning
D̂′(T ′) = (T ′ − t′s)FτRu.
It thus has the total uploaded data over T time slots as represented by Equ. (4.18)
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as desired.
Lemma 4.2. When Rs  Rb  Ru and F < I, the maximum total uploaded data
D̃(T ) to the HAP over T time slots with backscatter is as follows
D̃(T ) =

0, if T ≤ T̂ ,
(T − T̂ )FτRu, if T̂ < T ≤ φu,










0, if T̃ ≤ T̂ ,
(T̃ − T̂ )FτRu, if T̂ < T̃ < φu,
(4.30)
and
T̃ = T −Nu × (φu − φ̂o), (4.31)









nRu(φb − φo) + φo(I − n)Rb
















Proof. It starts by dividing I devices into n clusters. Each cluster has a sink; all
other devices in the cluster backscatter their data to the sink. This means each
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cluster has a minimum of two devices, and there is at least one backscattering or
non-sink device; this means I ≥ 2n. The sink also samples data when it is receiving
backscattering data from non-sink devices. Let ts be the required number of time






Let tb denote the total number of time slots taken by the sink of each cluster to
receive backscatter data from its non-sink devices. As there is only one backscatter





It has tb ≥ 1 because each cluster has at least one backscatter device.
Let a Backscatter Cycle (B-cycle) denote the number of time slots taken by a
non-sink device to sample and backscatter to the sink. It has length φb = ts + tb.
Similar to the case in Lemma-4.1, there is also an overlap period between B-cycles.
Let φo denote the overlap length, which is
φo =

tb, if tb ≤ ts,
ts, Otherwise.
(4.39)
Let T̂ denote the number of time slots a sink is sampling data. Note that, a sink
also receives backscattering data from other devices during T̂ . Also define B(T̂ ) to
be the total backscatter data received by a sink over time T̂ . It thus has
T̂ τRs +B(T̂ ) = τRu. (4.40)
To quantify B(T̂ ), define NB as the number of B-cycles over T̂ time slots. Note
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that, there is no overlap period in the last B-cycle. Thus, it has















where it assumes NB =
T̂−φo
φb−φo
is an integer value. Substituting Equ. (4.41) into
Equ. (4.40), it has
T̂ =
nRu(φb − φo) + φo(I − n)Rb
nRs(φb − φo) + (I − n)Rb
. (4.42)
Let the length of an Upload-cycle (U-cycle) be φu = T̂ + tu. Here, the term tu is






In an U-cycle, all sinks upload to the HAP once. Note that there is also overlap
between two U-cycles; its length is φ̂u. Figure 4.5 shows an example of the time
slots occupied for sampling, backscattering and uploading for a non-sink device and
a sink over T time slots. In this example, there are two B-cycles (NB = 2) in one U-
cycle. During time T̂ , it can be seen that a non-sink device backscatters its sampled
data to the sink twice, and the sink sampling data for upload.
In each slot, a sink cannot receive and transmit backscatter data simultaneously.
Thus, in the overlap period between two U-cycles, a sink can only sample and upload
simultaneously. To this end, it only considers the case where tu ≤ ts < T̂ . This is
because, if tu > ts, then a non-sink device cannot backscatter its data to the sink as
the sink is still uploading. Therefore, φ̂o is defined as,
φ̂o = tu. (4.44)
The total uploaded data D̃ by all n sinks over T time slots can then be calculated
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Figure 4.5: Time slots occupied for sampling, backscattering and uploading for a
non-sink device and a sink over T time slots when NB = 2.
based on the number of U-cycles over T time slots. Specifically, its value is set as
follows:
1. T ≤ T̂ , meaning sinks have not received or sampled sufficient data to upload.
Therefore, the total uploaded data is zero.
2. T̂ < T ≤ T̂ + tu, meaning all sinks have sufficient data to upload, but not all
of them are able to upload once over time T . Therefore, the total uploaded
data is (T − T̂ )FτRu.
3. T > T̂ + tu, meaning all sinks will be able to upload their data at least
once. Note that there is no overlap period in the last U-cycle. The number of





Let T̃ = T−Nu×(φu−φ̂o) denote the number of remaining time slots. Consider
T̃ = 0, meaning it has exactly Nu U-cycles. Thus, the total uploaded data
is Nu × nτRu. Next, consider T̃ > 0, meaning there is some time slots after
the last completed U-cycle. Let D̃′(T̃ ) be the amount of data uploaded over
these T̃ time slots. Therefore, the total uploaded data over T time slots is
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represented as Nu × nτRu + D̃′(T̃ ). If T̃ ≤ T̂ , then sinks have not sampled
or received sufficient data to upload during T̃ . Thus D̃′(T̃ ) = 0. Otherwise,
when T̂ < T̃ < φu, sinks have sufficient data to upload but not all sinks can
upload. Thus, D̃′(T̃ ) = (T̃ − T̂ )FτRu.
It thus has the total uploaded data over T time slots as claimed, see Equ. (4.28).
Lastly, it has the following proposition:
Proposition 4.1. When Rs  Rb  Ru and F ≤ n < I, and the number of
clusters n set as per (4.53) and (4.62), the total uploaded data with backscatter is at
least that of the case without backscatter.
Proof. First, note two important inequalities that follow Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2.
Using Equ. (4.40) and assuming that there is at least one backscatter transmission,
it has
τRu − T̂ τRs = B(T̂ ) > 0, (4.46)
where it has B(T̂ ) > 0 according to Equ. (4.41). Thus, it has the first inequality
τRu > T̂τRs, and
Ru
Rs
> T̂ . (4.47)











and using (4.47) with I ≥ 2n from Lemma 4.2, it has
φ′u > φu. (4.49)
The next exposition compares the total uploaded data over T time slots with
and without backscatter. According to Equ. (4.18) in Lemma 4.1 and Equ. (4.28)
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in Lemma 4.2, different T values lead to different expressions for both D̂(T ) and
D̃(T ). Specifically, it has the following cases of T :
1. T ≤ T̂ : it has D̂(T ) = 0 because T ≤ T̂ < Ru
Rs
, see the first case of (4.18); and
D̃(T ) = 0, see the first case of (4.28), therefore, D̂(T ) = D̃(T ).
2. T̂ < T ≤ Ru
Rs
: similarly, it has D̂(T ) = 0 because T ≤ Ru
Rs
, and D̃(T ) =
(T − T̂ )FτRu > 0, see the second case of (4.28). Thus, it has D̂(T ) < D̃(T ).
3. Ru
Rs
< T ≤ φu: it has D̂(T ) = (T − RuRs )FτRu and D̃(T ) = (T − T̂ )FτRu,
see the second case of both (4.18) and (4.28). Thus, based on (4.47), where
Ru
Rs
> T̂ , it has D̂(T ) < D̃(T ).
4. φu < T ≤ φ′u: it also has D̂(T ) = (T − RuRs )FτRu. However, according to the
third case of (4.28), the total uploaded data of the network with backscatter
is
D̃(T ) = Nu × nτRu + D̃′(T̃ )
= b T − φ̂o
φu − φ̂o











where it removes the floor function to simplify the analysis. Thus, it has
D̂(T )− D̃(T )

























)2 − T n
F





In (4.51), the coefficient τRuF
T̂
is greater than zero. Therefore, it has D̂(T ) ≤
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)T̂ is less and equal to zero, which















 ≤ 0. (4.52)
FT −
√














5. φ′u < T : according to the third case of (4.18) it has
D̂(T ) = N ′u × IτRu + D̂′(T ′) = b
T − φ′o
φ′u − φ′o
c × IτRu + D̂′(T ′). (4.54)
According to the third case of (4.28), it has




c × nτRu + D̃′(T̃ ). (4.55)
















. Thus, as per
(4.21) and (4.31), it has




× (φ′u − φ′o) = φ′o, (4.56)
T̃ = T − T − φ̂o
φu − φ̂o
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Hence, it shows that T ′ = φ′o ≤ RuRs and T̃ =
n
F
≤ T̂ . Therefore, according to
Equ. (4.18) and Equ. (4.28), it has D̂′(T ′) = 0 and D̃′(T̃ ) = 0. Then it has









where φ′o = min{RuRs ,
I
F
} according to Equ. (4.23). Note that, the value of









, where φ′o =
Ru
Rs
















, Equ. (4.58) then can be rewritten as



















In Equ. (4.60), the coefficient τRu
F T̂
is greater than zero. Therefore, it has
D̂(T ) ≤ D̃(T ) if the polynomial n2−FTn+ RsIT̂ (FT−I)
Ru
is less or equal to zero,
which can be presented using inequality (4.61). Thus, based on Inequality
(4.61), note that, D̂(T ) ≤ D̃(T ) if n in the range shown in inequality (4.62).
n− FT +
√






T 2F 2 − 4× (FT − I)IT̂ Rs
Ru
2
 ≤ 0. (4.61)
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FT −
√












Note that, inequalities (4.52) and (4.61) are both quadratic inequalities. Thus,
to calculate the roots of both (4.52) and (4.61), the expression under the square root
needs to be non-negative. For (4.52), it has
T 2F 2 − 4× F 2T̂ (T − Ru
Rs
)
= T 2F 2 − 4× F 2T̂ T + 4× F 2T̂ Ru
Rs
> T 2F 2 − 4× F 2T̂ T + 4× F 2T̂ T̂ (using (4.47))
= (TF − 2FT̂ )2 ≥ 0. (4.63)
Next, for (4.61), it has
T 2F 2 − 4× (FT − I)IT̂ Rs
Ru





= T 2F 2 − 4× (FT − I)I
= (TF − 2I)2 ≥ 0. (4.64)
Next section proposes an efficient heuristic algorithm to iteratively decide the
operation mode of devices in each time slot.
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4.4 Double Weighted Protocol (DWP)
The proposed heuristic algorithm called Double Weighted Protocol (DWP) deter-
mines the operation mode of each device in each time slot; namely, sampling (S),
uploading (U), backscatter transmission (B-tx) or backscatter reception (B-rx). It
requires two weights: (i) backscatter weight, which represents the ability of a device
to be selected as a backscatter transmitter, and (ii) upload weight, which on the
other hand, indicates the ability of a device to be selected as an uploading transmit-
ter. Both of the above weights are calculated based on the battery level and data
buffer level of devices.
DWP runs in a slot-by-slot manner. In the first time slot, the data buffer of
all devices is empty. Thus, all devices enter the S mode. Then, from the second
time slot, DWP calculates the weights of all devices and determines their operation
mode. Specifically, DWP first selects uploading devices based on their upload weight.
Then, it determines device pairs that will be in either the B-tx and B-rx mode base
on the backscatter weight. For devices not in B-tx or B-rx or upload mode, DWP
greedily selects these remaining devices to sample their environment. Finally, DWP
updates both the backscatter and upload weights for each device and repeats the
above process for subsequent time slots.
Definitions of the backscatter and upload weight for each device i are given as




, ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T , (4.65)
where Dti and B
t
i indicate the energy and data buffer level of device i in time slot
t respectively. Note that, a higher weight ŵti corresponds to the fact that device i
has a large amount of sampled data and low energy level. On the other hand, the
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i , ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T . (4.66)
This means if device i has a large w̄ti value, then it has a large amount of sampled
data as well as energy.
In each time slot, DWP first selects devices to upload. Specifically, let I− = I
be a set of devices that have not been assigned any operation mode. Moreover, in
order to ensure devices do not waste upload opportunities, DWP only allows those
devices with sufficient amount of data to upload. Thus, let a set A that contains
such devices where
A = {i |Dti ≥ Ruτ ∧Bti ≥ ρuτ}. (4.67)
Here, Ru and ρu represent the data rate and energy consumption rate for uploading,
respectively. DWP then chooses device k with the maximum upload weight that
belongs to both I− and A to upload. That is,
k = arg max
i∈I−∩A
{w̄ti}. (4.68)
DWP then sets utk = 1, and removes k from I−. Recall that there are a total of F
upload channels. Thus, DWP iteratively chooses F different upload devices k.
The next step of DWP is to determine the backscatter transmitter/receiver pairs.
Let Dtx and Drx be sets that contain candidate devices that respectively can enter
the B-tx and B-rx mode. Initially, it has Dtx = Drx = I−. Similarly, in order to
select uploading devices, it only allows devices that store sufficient amount of data,
denoted as a set H, to backscatter in order to avoid energy waste. Thus, it has
H = {i | Dti ≥ Rbτ ∧Bti ≥ ρbτ}. (4.69)
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The HAP then selects a node i∗ from Dtx that has the maximum backscatter weight
ŵti to be in B-tx mode. Formally,
i∗ = arg max
i∈Dtx∩H
{ŵti}. (4.70)
Next, the HAP selects a node j∗ from Drx to be in the B-rx mode, which must
satisfy the following two conditions:
1. j∗ ∈ B(i∗), i.e., device j∗ is in the backscatter range of device i∗; see Equ.(4.4).
2. device j∗ has higher residual energy than all other devices in B(i∗) ∩ Drx.
Thus, it has
j∗ = arg max
i∈B(i∗)∩Drx
{Bti}. (4.71)
and set bti∗ = 1, r
t
j∗ = 1. At this point, DWP successfully found one pair of backscat-
ter transmitter and receiver. It then removes B(i∗) from Drx and B(j∗) from Dtx to
prevent interference; see also the constraint (4.6). After this, DWP selects another
pair of i∗ and j∗ until any of the two sets Drx and Dtx is empty. Note that, if there
is no available receiver in B(i∗), i.e., B(i∗)∩Drx = ∅, device i∗ is removed from Dtx.
At this stage, the HAP has determined the backscatter transmission pairs in the
current slot.
Lastly, all devices with sufficient energy for sampling, i.e., Bti ≥ ρsτ , enter the
sampling mode. Note that, a device may sample and transmit/receive simultane-
ously. The HAP then updates Dti and B
t
i of all devices and calculates their new
weights to determine their operation mode in the subsequent slot, until all devices
exhaust their energy or t reaches T .
Algorithm 4.1 shows the steps of DWP. The inputs to DWP are the harvested
energy {Ei} of each device and the total number of time slots T . In the first time slot,
all devices sample. DWP then determines the operation mode of all devices from
the second time slot; see line 2 to line 31. In each time slot t, DWP first calculates
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Algorithm 4.1: Pseudocode of DWP.
Input: {Ei}, T
Output: {sti}, {uti}, {ltij}




ij = 0 for all i, j ∈ I
2 for t = 2, . . . , T do
3 for all i ∈ I do
4 Calculate Dti and B
t
i as per Equ. (4.11) and Equ. (4.13)
5 Calculate ŵti and w̄
t
i as per Equ. (4.65) and Equ. (4.66)
6 end
7 *** find upload devices ***
8 Set I− = I




i ≤ F do
10 Calculate k as per Equ. (4.68)
11 Set utk = 1, update I− by removing k
12 end
13 *** find backscatter transmission pairs ***
14 Set Dtx,Drx = I−
15 while Dtx 6= ∅ and Drx 6= ∅ do
16 Calculate i∗ as per Equ. (4.70)
17 if B(i∗) ∩ Drx = ∅ then
18 Dtx = Dtx − {i∗} and continue
19 else
20 Calculate j∗ as per Equ. (4.71)
21 end





23 Dtx = Dtx − B(j∗), Drx = Drx − B(i∗)
24 end
25 *** find sampling devices ***
26 for all i ∈ I do
27 if Bti ≥ ρsτ then






both the backscatter and upload weights for each device; see line 3 to line 6. It
then selects devices to upload from line 7 to line 12. Note that, DWP selects F
uploading devices for all uploading channels in one time slot. After that, from all
the remaining devices in I−, DWP determines the backscatter transmitter/receiver
pairs, denoted as i∗ and j∗. This step is given from line 13 to line 24. Lastly, DWP
selects devices to sample as shown from line 24 to line 30. The algorithm terminates
when t = T or all devices exhaust their energy, and it then outputs the operation
mode, i.e., {sti}, {uti} and {ltij}, for each device in each time slot.
Proposition 4.2. DWP’s run time complexity is O(TI2 + TIF ).
Proof. The DWP iteratively runs T − 1 time slots. In each time slot, it first takes
O(I) to calculate the data, energy and the two weights of each device. Next, it
determines the maximum upload weight in I− ∩ A, where I−,A ∈ I. Thus, the
maximum run time complexity is O(IF ) to select F upload devices. After this,
the DWP determines the backscatter transmitter and receivers from Dtx and Drx
where Dtx,Drx ∈ I. Thus, for each selected i∗, it must traverse all other devices to
determine j∗. In the worst case, the size of set Dtx reduces by one and Drx remain
same after each iteration, i.e., there is no possible backscatter links. The run time
complexity in this case is O(I2). Therefore, the total run time in each iteration is
O(I2 + IF ). Hence, the run time complexity of DWP is O(TI2 + TIF ).
Note that the communication overhead of DWP is O(I) because it initially re-
quires the harvested energy of all I devices. Then the algorithm computes two
weights and determines the operation mode of each device.
4.5 Evaluation
The evaluation is conducted using Python 3.6 running on a laptop with an Intel
Core i7 eight cores CPU @ 2.2GHz, and use the Gurobi [128] Toolbox to solve the
formulated MILP (4.P1); as reported in [129], Gurobi uses the branch and cut
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framework to compute a solution. The evaluation shows a comparison between the
total uploaded data from solving (4.P1) and DWP for the case with and without
AmBC. To disable backscattering in the MILP formulation, it added the following
constraint to (4.P1),
ltij = 0, ∀i, j ∈ I,∀t ∈ T . (4.72)
As for DWP, the backscatter transmission pairs selection steps are disabled; see
line 13 to line 24 in Algorithm 4.1.
To benchmark against the proposed approaches, an evaluation is conducted us-
ing Random Protocol (RP), where the HAP randomly selects devices to upload,
backscatter and sample when they have sufficient data/energy.
In the simulation, the network randomly deploys devices in a squared sensing
field of 20 m× 20 m. There are five sets of experiments in the evaluation, including
varying number of devices, backscatter transmission range, HAP transmit power,
number of upload channels and number of time slots. The results are an average of
100 random topologies. Table 4.1 shows other system parameter values used in the
simulation studies. Note that, the achievable data rate for AmBC is limited by a spe-
cific transceiver design. For example, the authors of [11] design an AmBC prototype
that performs binary on-off keying modulation at the transmitter. At the receiver
end, the proposed design uses an envelope detector and RC (resistive/capacitive)
circuit for averaging and thresholding to decode low rate information. The achiev-
able AmBC data rate for this designed transceiver is 1 kbps over distance of 2.5
feets outdoor and over 1.5 feets indoor. In the simulation, the RF source for AmBC
is from a WiFi router based on [130]. Other parameters such as the number of
channels and the uploading data rate are based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.
The first evaluation studies increasing number of devices from five to 50 with an
interval of five. From Figure 4.6, it shows that the total uploaded data increases
with the number of devices. This is because more devices means more sampled
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Table 4.1: System Parameters
Parameter Symbol Value (Unit)
Path loss component [131] κ 1
Environment component [131] α 2
Energy Conversion Efficiency [131] η 0.4
Charging time duration λ 100 (s)
Sampling energy cost [132] ρs 2 (mW)
Uploading energy cost [132] ρu 20 (mW)
Backscatter energy cost [41] ρb ∼ 0 (mW)
Sampling data generation rate [133] Rs 20 (kbps)
Upload data rate [134] Ru 250 (kbps)
Backscatter data rate [130] Rb 100 (kbps)
data is generated and transmitted to the HAP. Also note that, the uploaded data
of MILP and DWP with backscatter is 48% and 45% higher than the case without
backscattering, respectively. These results confirm the advantage of backscatttering
as devices are able to dedicate more energy to generating samples due to the en-
ergy savings attributed to backscattering communication. On the other hand, the
uploaded data of RP with backscatter is less than other approaches. Compare to
MILP and DWP, RP with AmBC only slightly improves the total uploaded data in
a wireless powered IoT network. This is because the HAP randomly selects devices
to sample, upload or backscatter. Thus, the devices that have a large amount of
sampled data may not be chosen to upload their data. Moreover, a device may
exhaust its energy after sampling, meaning they are unable to upload their sample
data. Both result in a low amount of uploaded data. Lastly, it shows that DWP
with backscatter achieves 76.3% of the total uploaded data as compared with the
optimal MILP.
The actual run-time of MILP and DWP is around 0.5s and 0.02s when the
number of devices is 5. When there are 10 devices, the actual run-time for MILP
and DWP is around 2s and 0.04s, respectively. However, when the number of devices
is 50, MILP requires about 50s to compute a solution whilst DWP requires 0.16s
run-time. This indicates that MILP becomes intractable with increasing network
size, which is the motivation of developing an efficient heuristic algorithm.
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Figure 4.6: The total uploaded data versus number of devices.
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Figure 4.7: The total uploaded data versus backscatter transmission range.
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Figure 4.8: The total uploaded data versus HAP transmission power.
In the second set of experiments, the network increases the backscatter trans-
mission range from one to ten meters with an interval of one meter. Referring
to Figure 4.7, the uploaded data increased initially and then remains a constant
with an increasing backscatter transmission range γ. This is because there are only
a few backscattering opportunities when γ is small. Thus, most devices sample
and upload their data directly to the HAP. On the other hand, with an increasing
backscatter transmission range, devices are able to exploit backscatter communica-
tions. Consequently, the HAP receives more uploaded data. As shown in Figure 4.7,
the uploaded data of DWP with backscatter increased by 66% when the backscatter
range increased from one to eight meters. Lastly, when γ is large, i.e., γ ≥ 8 m, all
devices are able to backscatter to each other. Thus, backscatter opportunities re-
main a constant regardless of the value of γ, and the uploaded data does not change
when it further increases the backscatter transmission range.
Figure 4.8 shows the impact of the HAP’s transmit power, ranging from 10 mW
to 100 mW with an interval of 10 mW. It shows that the uploaded data increases
dramatically for higher transmit power. The reason is because devices are able to





























Figure 4.9: The total uploaded data versus number of channels.
Figure 4.9 shows how the total uploaded data varies when the number of chan-
nels ranges from one to 15. The total uploaded data of MILP with and without
backscatter increased by 2000 kb and 2500 kb over the tested range. Similarly, the
total uploaded data by DWP with and without backscatter increased by 1600 kb
and 2000 kb, respectively. This is because devices have fewer chances to upload
their sampled data to the HAP when the number of channels is small. However,
with more channels, there is a higher upload capacity, meaning the amount of up-
loaded data also increases. In particular, when the number of channels is large, i.e.,
greater than five, devices are able to upload their data as soon as they have data.
However, the total uploaded amount is bounded by their available energy. Hence,
the total uploaded data only increased marginally when it increases the number of
channels from ten to 15. Another observation is that the total uploaded data of RP
remains unchanged when it varies the number of channels from one to 15 channels.
This is because RP randomly selects devices to sample. Therefore, devices may not
have sufficient data to upload and the channel is idle most of the time. Figure 4.10
demonstrates the average channel occupancy given different number of channels.
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Figure 4.10: Average channel occupancy versus number of channels.
The channel occupancy shows the same increasing trend as the total uploaded data
in Figure 4.9. This is reasonable as the channel occupancy is proportional to the
number of devices that are uploading their data. Similarly, the total uploaded data
D̂ is a function of uti according to Equ. (4.12). Moreover, it is interesting that RP
outperforms DWP without AmBC when there is one or two channels. This is be-
cause devices have to wait to upload their data. Therefore, in the waiting time,
devices spend a majority of their energy for sampling, meaning they do not leave
sufficient energy to upload data. As for RP, given that it randomly selects devices
to be placed in sample mode, a device may be left idle in a time slot. This means
its energy is conserved for future use, which results in a higher amount of uploaded
data than DWP without AmBC case.
The last evaluation concerns the number of upload time slots. Referring to Figure
4.11, the total uploaded data by MILP and DWP with/without backscattering first
increase when there are five to 65 slots. This is because devices have a constant
sample rate, meaning devices have more data to upload if they are more time slots.
However, also notice that, the total uploaded data by devices remains a constant
when the number of time slots is large. For instance, the total uploaded data of
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Figure 4.11: The total uploaded data versus number of time slots.
MILP with backscatter remains at 7800 kb when the number of time slots increased
from 65 to 95. This is because devices have a limited amount of harvested energy.
Thus, the total uploaded data does not further increase when all devices exhaust
their energy. In addition, it shows that DWP with backscattering achieves 65%
total uploaded data of the optimal MILP, and is 25% higher than DWP without
backscattering when there are 65 time slots.
4.6 Conclusion
This chapter has outlined approaches that take advantage of AmBC to improve
data collection in IoT networks. It formulates and solves the said problem as an
MILP, and also present a heuristic approach to determine the operation mode of
each device in each time slot over a given time horizon. Analytical and simulation
results show that AmBC is able to improve the total samples uploaded to a HAP.
Compared to the case without AmBC, the total data samples uploaded increased
by 45% and 48% for MILP and the proposed heuristic protocol, respectively, when
devices are AmBC capable.
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One limitation of the work in this chapter is it only considers two-hop uplink
data transmissions in IoT networks. In addition, the EHDs are hybrid devices that
still can generate their own carrier signals to transmit data. To date, no works have
considered data collection in a multi-hop IoT network with passive or batteryless
tags equipped with sensor(s). In this respect, this thesis will address data sampling,
link scheduling and routing in the said environment in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
Link Scheduling for Multi-hop Backscatter
IoT Wireless Networks
This chapter investigates data collection in a multi-hop Internet of Things (IoT)
wireless network with passive or batteryless tags equipped with sensor(s). These
tags forward data via tag-to-tag communications to a gateway. The aim is for the
gateway to collect the maximum amount of data from tags over a given time frame.
This work makes the following contributions:
• This chapter addresses a novel problem that requires a solution to jointly
optimise the sensing time, the links to activate in each time slot as well as the
duration of each time slot. The main challenges are ensuring all sensed data
arrives at the gateway and scheduling T2T links with asymmetric transmission
ranges.
• This chapter outlines a Mixed Integer Non-Linear Program (MINLP) to de-
termine the time trade-off between sensing and transmission; this is the first
mathematical formulation for the said problem. The proposed MINLP also
determines the transmitter-receiver pair(s) in a transmission set as well as the
transmission duration. This chapter also proposes a novel heuristic approach
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that maximises the number of links in each transmission set. Its main goal is
reduce samples transmission time, and thus allowing tags to have more sensing
time.
The rest chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 shows a toy model to il-
lustrate the research problem and challenge. Section 5.2 presents the system model
and notation. Section 5.3 presents the said MINLP followed by the proposed heuris-
tic in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 discusses the simulation methodology and results in.
Section 5.6 concludes this chapter.
5.1 Toy Model
This section introduces a novel IoT network comprising of passive sensor tags; see
Figure 5.1. A Hybrid Access Point (HAP) transmits a carrier signal that is then
leveraged by tags to power their sampling operation and T2T communications with
a gateway. Specifically, tags first use the HAP’s RF signals to operate their sensors.
After that, they backscatter the HAP’s RF signal to forward sampled data directly
to the gateway or another tag. Emphasise that unlike works in Wireless Powered
Communication Networks (WPCNs), in this network, passive tags do not have a
battery/capacitor, meaning they can only carry out tasks when the HAP emits a
signal.
Given the said network, the aim is to optimise its sensing and data transmission
period in order to maximise the total samples collected by the gateway subject to all
samples arriving at the gateway within a given time frame. The major challenge is to
jointly determine the number of samples to collect and the links to activate in each
time slot, where interfering links must be scheduled to transmit at different times. In
this respect, a key consideration is that the transmit power of each tag is different,
resulting in asymmetric communication links. Therefore, it is very important to
consider the neighbours of each tag when scheduling links.
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tag 2
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Figure 5.1: An example multi-hop backscatter IoT network.
signals (dashed arrows) in both the sensing and data transmission periods. Solid
arrows represent backscattering of sensor data. Each tag has two samples after the
sensing period, as indicated by the filled blocks. The schedule shows one sensing,
and two data transmission periods. In this example, tag-2 and tag-3 are located
within the backscatter transmission range of the gateway. Tag-1, however, can-
not backscatter its samples directly to the gateway. Hence, tag-2 also works as
the relay for tag-1. Thus, as shown in Figure 5.1, the HAP schedules two time
slots for data transmissions. In time slot 1, the simultaneous backscatter links
are {(tag-1, tag-2), (tag-3, Gateway)} and in time slot 2, the backscatter link is
{(tag-2, Gateway)}.
5.2 System model
Consider a wireless powered multi-hop tag-to-tag communications network with one
HAP, denoted as h, a set of I tags and one gateway called s that receives data from
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Figure 5.2: An example of a two-phase frame with a sensing and a transmission
phase. The slots in the transmission phase have varying duration.
provided by the HAP. Specifically, the HAP h broadcasts RF signal to all tags, which
in turn enables tags to gather and deliver sampled data to the gateway via multi-hop
communications. Each tag has a built-in sensing module that enables data sensing
and a backscatter transceiver for backscatter transmission and reception. Let I be
the set of tags, which is indexed as i ∈ I = {1, . . . , I}.
Consider a two-phase frame with a fixed length of F seconds; see Figure 5.2.
Note, if the system operates within an existing Wi-Fi network, the HAP will first
send out a Clear-to-Send (CTS) message with the Duration field set to F seconds.
It has a sensing phase with length ts and a transmission phase with length F−ts. In
the sensing phase, the HAP h first broadcasts RF signal to all tags. This causes tags
to enter sensing mode, which results in sampled data stored in the buffer of tags. In
the transmission phase, each tag backscatters its sampled data to the gateway via
multi-hop communications. There are also T transmission slots in the transmission
phase. Each time slot is indexed by t, where t ∈ T = {1, . . . , T}. Each time slot t
has duration τ̂t, where the set of time slots satisfy
∑T
t=1 τ̂t = F − ts.
In each time slot t, the HAP schedules a set of links for backscatter transmissions.
Define the set of links as a transmission set L(t) in time slot t. A transmission set
contains M directed links that are activated simultaneously. Index each direction
link as m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. Let (im, jm)t denote a directed link, i.e., transmission, from
tag im to tag jm in time slot t, where im, jm ∈ I. Therefore, L(t) can be represented
as L(t) = {(i1, j1)t, . . . , (iM , jM)t}. The HAP also determines the duration τ̂t of time
slot t, which is also the transmission time of set L(t).
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5.2.1 Data sensing model
Use ghi to indicate the channel coefficient between the HAP h and tag i ∈ I and it




where dhi is the distance from the HAP h to tag i, κ and α are the path loss and
environment components, respectively. Hence, using (5.1), and assuming the HAP




Once the incident RF power at tag i is higher than the sensing circuit power Pc,
tag i starts sampling. The sampling rate of each tag is δ kb per Joule of energy.
Thus, the amount of sampled data generated by tag i during the sensing phase,




5.2.2 Backscatter transmission model
A tag is able to transmit sampled data to another tag via backscattering. This
backscattering communication is only enabled whenever there is an incident signal
from the HAP [115]. As the power of the incident signal is different at each tag, the
transmit power of tags is also different. When tag i is backscattering to tag j, the
received power Pj at tag j is given as follows
Pj = p̂iηgij, (5.4)
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where gij is the channel coefficient between tag i and tag j as per Equ.(5.1). Let
η denote the reflection coefficient [9] at each tag. Assume all tags have the same
sensitivity Pmin. Thus, Pj has to be greater than or equal to Pmin to ensure data












Note that, tag i can only backscatter to tag j when the distance between them is less





, which is defined as the backscatter communication range
γi. Let N (i) contain the tags that are located within the backscatter communication
range of tag i. Define N (i) the neighbour set of tag i. Formally,
N (i) = {j | j ∈ I, dij ≤ γi}. (5.7)
Therefore, tag i is able to transmit data to any tag j in its neighbour set, where
j ∈ N (i), via backscattering. Under a given network topology, the incident power
at each tag is a fixed value. Thus, the HAP is able to obtain the neighbour set N (i)
for each tag i before scheduling transmissions.
Let the binary variable ltij indicate whether link (i, j) is activated in time slot t.
If ltij = 1, then tag i is backscattering to tag j, and zero otherwise. Note that tags






ji) ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T . (5.8)
Let the binary variables bti and r
t
i indicate whether tag i is in either of the
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following modes: backscatter transmission (B-tx) or backscatter reception (B-rx).
The corresponding binary indicator is set to one if a tag is in a given mode, and















In addition, a tag i experiences interference if any of its neighbours within N (i) is
backscattering data. In other words, at most one tag j ∈ N (i) can backscatter at a




btj ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T . (5.11)








ltjk ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T . (5.12)
5.2.3 Data storage and transmission model
Let Dti denote the amount of data samples in the buffer of tag i at the beginning of
time slot t. Each tag has a uniform backscattering rate of Rb. Therefore, according
to Equ. (5.3), Dti evolves as follows,
Dti = D̂i +Rb
t−1∑
t̂=1
(rt̂i − bt̂i)τt̂, ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ T . (5.13)
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where ensuring the data buffer of tag i is non-negative. Formally,
0 ≤ Dti , ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T . (5.14)
All data samples generated by tags are to be delivered to the gateway by the
end of the transmission phase. Define ltis as the binary indicator for directed link
from tag i to the gateway s, where i ∈ N (s). Note that the gateway can only




ltis ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T . (5.15)






5.3 Problem statement and formulations
The problem is to maximise the number of sampled data collected by the gateway.
To this end, this work jointly optimises (i) the time used during the sensing phase
and the transmission phase, and (ii) the indicators ltij of backscatter links to activate
in each time slot and the duration of the time slot τt, which is also the activation
time of the backscatter links.
First define Ds as the total amount of sampled data received by the gateway,





The data transmission maximization problem is formulated as an Mixed Integer
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In Equ. (5.18), the aim is to maximise the total amount of sampled data transmitted
to gateway s. Its decision variables are the optimal sensing time ts, the binary
indicator ltij that shows which backscatter links to activate in each time slot as well
as the activation time τt of these links.
The following constraints relate to the frame length, a tag’s backscattering mode,
data storage, multi-hop data flow and interference among tags. First, there is a
constraint to ensure a frame is divided into a sensing and a transmission phase,
which is given by,




Second, to ensure tag i can only be in either of the following modes: B-tx or B-rx,
it has constraint Equ. (5.8). Third, constraint Equ. (5.14) is given that ensures the
data buffer of tag i is always non-negative. Fourth, the sum of sampled data and
the amount of data flows into a tag should equal to the amount of data flows out of







btiτt, ∀i ∈ I. (5.20)
Next, the following constraint is to ensure all data samples generated by tags during






Last, to ensure interference free transmission, there are constraints which are given
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s.t. (5.8), (4.6), (5.14), (5.15), (5.19), (5.20), (5.21)









sτt in constraints (4.6), (5.14), (5.20) and (5.21). The linearlization of

















sτt. Therefore, constraints (4.6), (5.14), (5.20) and
(5.21) are replaced respectively as follows,
Kti ≤ 1, (5.22)










M ti = Rb
T∑
t=1








The value of Kti is set as follows,








btj − (1− rti)I, ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (5.28)





j due to constraint (5.27) and (5.28) when r
t
i = 1. Besides,
when rti = 0, constraint (5.26) and (5.29) will force K
t
i to be zero. Similarly, the
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s are given respectively as follows,
M ti ≤ rtiF, ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (5.30)
M ti ≤ τt, ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (5.31)
M ti ≥ τt − (1− rti)F, ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (5.32)
M ti ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T , (5.33)
N ti ≤ btiF, ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (5.34)
N ti ≤ τt, ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (5.35)
N ti ≥ τt − (1− bti)F, ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T (5.36)
N ti ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I,∀t ∈ T , (5.37)
X ts ≤ rtsF, ∀t ∈ T (5.38)
X ts ≤ τt, ∀t ∈ T (5.39)
X ts ≥ τt − (1− rts)F, ∀t ∈ T (5.40)
X ts ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ T . (5.41)






s.t. (5.8), (5.15), (5.19), (5.22)− (5.41)
Note that the linearisation process from (5.P1) to (5.P2) has no loss of opti-
mality. This is only mathematical manipulation. The product of a binary and a
continuous variable can be linearised since the continuous variable is bounded below
by zero and above by a Big M. In our case, the continuous variable is the duration
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of a time slot, which is bounded by zero and a given time horizon. The previous
MILP (5.P2) can be solved using any solvers; e.g., Gurobi [128]1. However, it be-
comes computationally intractable for large problem instances. This is because in
the transmission phase, the problem of determining the set of transmitting tags is
equivalent to the classic NP-hard link scheduling problem [136, 137]. Specifically,
assume that after the sensing phase there is a set of links with one or more samples.
The problem at hand is to find the shortest link schedule such that all these links
transmit their samples to their corresponding receiver. This is exactly the problem
in [137]. However, unlike the work in [136, 137], the number of samples at each tag
is affected by the link schedule in earlier time slots. This is because after a tag has
transmitted its samples, it may receive more samples from its neighbours in later
time slots. Next section presents a heuristic algorithm to determine the transmission
set and duration of each time slot to optimise data collection at the gateway.
5.4 Maximum Link Scheduling (Max-L)
Max-L aims to maximise the number of simultaneous links in each time slot. This
minimises the data transmission time used to send collected samples to gateway s,
and allows for a longer sensing phase. Figure 5.3 depicts an overview of Max-L. It
takes as inputs a constant sensing time t0, buffer size D
t
i and neighbour set N (i) for
each tag. It then proceeds to schedule links into each time slot; see Section 5.4.1.
Max-L iteratively adds M simultaneous links into transmission set L(t). After that,
Max-L calculates the transmission duration τt of time slot t according to the buffer
size of backscatter transmitters in L(t), see Section 5.4.2. Next, Max-L updates the
buffer size for all transmit-receiver pairs in L(t) to obtain Dt+1i , see Section 5.4.3.
It then repeats the previous steps for each subsequent time slot until all tags drain
their buffer. Finally, given the initial sensing time and duration for each time slot,
Max-L scales t0 to ts and τt to τ̂t proportionally such that F = ts+
∑
τ̂t, see Section
1Note, Gurobi uses the branch-and-bound algorithm to solve MILP [129].
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Figure 5.3: Flowchart of the proposed Max-L scheduling.
5.4.4. Max-L terminates and outputs the sensing duration, the transmission set as
well as the transmission duration for each time slot.
Recall that the aim of Max-L is to optimize the trade-off between sensing and
data transmission duration to acquire the maximum amount of data. At the same
time, the algorithm should ensure all data is delivered to the gateway during the data
transmission duration. Therefore, if a link has data, it is certainly to be scheduled for
data transmission. The precedence of the scheduled links is not considered since it
does not affect the data transmission duration. Furthermore, note that giving higher
priority to tags with larger hop-count may not lead to more scheduled links in the
next time slot. This is due to interference between scheduled links. The proposed
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Max-L iteratively schedules links that interfere the least number of tags. Therefore,
it maximizes the number of links in each time slot, and reduces the required time
for data transmission.
5.4.1 Link Scheduling
Before outlining how Max-L selects links, this section first defines the parent set of
each backscatter transmitter. Given the neighbour set N (i), the HAP determines
the parents of tag i, denoted as P(i). Let µi be the number of hops from tag i to
gateway s, where µs = 0. Then it has
P(i) = {j | j ∈ N (i), µj = µi − 1}, ∀i ∈ I. (5.42)
Note, as all nodes are connected, it has P(i) 6= ∅ for each tag i in I.
Max-L aims to construct a transmission set L(t) with as many links as possible.
To do so, it iteratively adds one link into L(t). It stops when no more link could
be added. A link (i, j)t cannot be added into L(t) if 1) tag i has no data, 2) the
transmitting tag i interferes with the signal reception of any link(s) in L(t), or 3) at
least one transmitting tag in L(t) interferes with the backscatter receiving at tag j.
Max-L first determines the set of tags D̂t with zero data at the beginning of time
slot t, where
D̂t = {i | Dti = 0,∀i ∈ I}. (5.43)
Max-L adds the m-th link whereby the transmitter im is from the set I \ T̂ t(m),
and the receiver jm is from the set P(im) \ R̂t(m). The set T̂ t(m) contains all tags
that have zero buffer size in time slot t as well as the tags in the neighbour set of
all receiving tags in L(t). Thus, the tags in T̂ t(m) cannot be scheduled as im. In
addition, set R̂t(m) contains the tags in the neighbour set of all transmitting tags
in L(t). Hence, Max-L always selects the receiving tag jm from the parent set of im
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and discards the tags in R̂t(m). The set T̂ t(m) and R̂t(m) are defined as
T̂ t(m) =

D̂t, if m = 1,
D̂t ∪
⋃m−1




∅, if m = 1,⋃m−1
k=1 N (ik), if m ≥ 2.
(5.45)
From Equ. (5.44) and (5.45), it can be seen that |T̂ t(m)| and |R̂t(m)| increase
with the number of links in L(t). Let the m-th link in L(t) be (im, jm)t, then
|T̂ t(m+ 1)| and |R̂t(m+ 1)| are given as follows
|T̂ t(m+ 1)| = |T̂ t(m)|+ |N (jm) \ T̂ t(m)|,
|R̂t(m+ 1)| = |R̂t(m)|+ |N (im) \ R̂t(m)|. (5.46)
Observe that to maximise |L(t)|, it needs to minimise |T̂ t(m+1)| and |R̂t(m+1)|;
this gives Max-L more link choices it can select from in each time slot t. Therefore,
Max-L chooses a transmitter im such that
im = arg min
k∈I\T̂ t(m)
|N (k) \ R̂t(m)|, (5.47)
and a receiver jm that satisfies
jm = arg min
k∈P(im)\R̂t(m)
|N (k) \ T̂ t(m)|. (5.48)
After that, Max-L updates transmission set L(t) by adding the new link (im, jm)t.
It ends link scheduling when all M links are added into L(t), and thus it has L(t) =
{(i1, j1)t, . . . , (iM , jM)t}.
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5.4.2 Transmission Time
The next step is to calculate the transmission duration τt of transmission set L(t).
Max-L sets τt to be equal to the required data transmission time for the link that
carries the minimum number of samples. The reason for this is to avoid idle links;
i.e., if it activates the link with the most samples instead, then links with fewer
samples will complete their transmission earlier and thus remain idle until the end
of the time slot.
To calculate τt, given the data buffer size D
t
i for all transmitting tags, where





At the end of each transmission time, Max-L updates the amount of data in each
tag that belongs to L(t). Formally, for transmitter im and receiver jm, in time slot
t+ 1, they have
Dt+1im = D
t
im −Rb × τt, (5.50)
Dt+1jm = D
t
jm +Rb × τt. (5.51)
Note that the amount of data in tags that are neither in B-tx nor B-rx mode remain
unchanged.
5.4.4 Sizing sensing and transmission time
In this last step, Max-L scales the initial sensing time t0 to ts and the transmission
duration τt to τ̂t proportionally. This is to ensure that the sum of the scaled sensing
time ts and transmission time τ̂t, where t ∈ {1, . . . , T}, is the frame length F .
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Note that sizing the sensing and transmission time does not affect the scheduled
transmission set in each time slot. In particular, it has











, ∀t ∈ T . (5.53)
5.4.5 Pseudocode
Algorithm 5.1 shows the details of Max-L. The inputs to Max-L are a constant
sensing time, the buffer size and the neighbour set for each tag. Initially, Max-L
obtains the parent set P(i) for each tag according to Equ. (5.42). In the first time
slot, all tags have non-zero sampled data in their buffer, see line 1. Then, in each time
slot, Max-L starts with the link scheduling process. It determines M simultaneous
links in the transmission set; see line 4 to line 10. This process completes when
no more tags can be scheduled as the transmitter or receiver, see line 5. After link
scheduling, Max-L then determines the transmission time of time slot t; see line 12
and line 13. After that, Max-L updates the data buffer of all tags for the next time
slot, see line 15 to line 16. It re-runs line 4 to line 18 to determine the links in
all transmission sets as well as the duration of each time slot until the buffer of all
tags is zero. The last step of Max-L is to size the sensing time and duration for
each transmission slot so that their sum is equal to the frame length, see line 21 to
line 24. Finally, Max-L outputs the sensing duration ts, the transmission set {L(t)}
as well as the duration {τ̂t} for each time slot.
To conclude this section, see the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1. The run time complexity of Max-L scheduling is O(TMI2).
Proof. Max-L takes O(I) to determine the parent set of each tag, see line 1 in Al-
gorithm 3.1. Next, in each time slot, it takes O(MI2) to determine M simultaneous
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Algorithm 5.1: Pseudocode of Max-L scheduling.
Input: t0, {D̂i}, {N (i)}
Output: ts, {τ̂t}, {L(t)}
1 Obtain {P(i)} as per Equ. (5.42), set t = 1, D̂1 = ∅
2 while D̂t 6= I do
3 **** Link scheduling ****
4 Set m = 1, obtain i1 and j1 as per Equ. (5.47) and (5.48), obtain




5 while im 6= ∅ and jm 6= ∅ do
6 m← m+ 1
7 Obtain T̂ t(m) and im as per Equ. (5.44) and (5.47)
8 Obtain R̂t(m) and jm as per Equ. (5.45) and (5.48)




11 **** Transmission time ****
12 Set M = m, obtain {Dtim},∀m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}
13 Calculate τt as per Equ. (5.49)
14 **** Data buffer ****
15 Obtain Dt+1im and D
t+1
jm
as per Equ. (5.50) and (5.51)
16 t← t+ 1
17 Obtain D̂t as per Equ. (5.43)
18 end
19 Set T = t, obtain {τt} and L(t),∀t ∈ {1, . . . , T}
20 **** Sizing sensing and transmission time ****
21 Obtain ts as per Equ.(5.52)
22 for t = 1, . . . , T do
23 Obtain τ̂t as per Equ.(5.53)
24 end
links as shown from line 4 to line 10. It then takes O(M) to calculate the transmis-
sion time, see line 12 to line 13, and another O(2M) to update data buffer of both
transmitting and receiving tags, see line 15 to line 18. Hence the total run time
complexity of above steps for all T time slots is O(TM(I2 + 3)). Lastly, as shown
from line 21 to line 24, Max-L takes O(T + 1) to size the sensing and transmission
time into a frame length. Hence, the total run time complexity of Max-L scheduling
is O(I + TM(I2 + 3) + T + 1) = O(TMI2).
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Table 5.1: System Parameters
Parameter Symbol Value (Unit)
Path loss component [131] κ 1
Environment component [131] α 2
Frame length F 100 (s)
HAP transmission power PS 100 (mW)
Sampling data generation rate [133] δ 20 (kbpJ)
Backscatter data rate [130] Rb 10 (kbps)
Backscatter transmission range [130] γ0 2 (m)
Number of tags for small-scale topologies I 4
Number of tags for large-scale topologies I 20
5.5 Evaluation
The simulations is conducted using Python 3.7 running on a laptop with an Intel
Core i7 eight cores CPU @ 2.2GHz; see Table 5.1 for parameter values. In simula-
tions, it is assumed each tag has a uniform backscatter communication range denoted
as γ0. Using the Gurobi [128] toolbox to solve the formulated MILP (5.P2). Tags
and the gateway are randomly deployed on a 20× 20 m2 field. The HAP is located
at the centre of the field. In each topology, it randomly places each tag within the
transmission of the gateway or another tag to ensure connectivity to the gateway.
The evaluation presents a comparison between the total amount of transmitted data
and the number of required transmission sets used by Max-L and competing sched-
ulers. It studies varying backscatter transmission range, number of tags and HAP
transmission power. The results are an average over 1000 random topologies.
Note that the problem is new. Hence, there are no existing solutions that can
be compared against fairly. To this end, a comparison of the proposed scheduler
against upper and lower bound results is presented. Specifically, the upper bound is
computed by relaxing the proposed MILP (5.P2), which is labeled as Relaxed-MILP.




s to real numbers. A called
Single-link scheduler is proposed to obtain the lower bound. It randomly schedules
one backscatter link in a transmission set, and sets the transmission duration to
equal the time required to transmit all samples from the chosen link’s transmitter.
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It also compares the proposed Max-L scheduling with a random algorithm called
Random scheduling. This scheduling algorithm first randomly schedules multiple
backscatter links in a transmission set. If there is interference between any two
selected links, the algorithm then randomly removes one link. After that, Random
scheduling selects one backscatter link from the transmission set and determines the
transmission time based on the data buffer of the backscatter transmitter.
5.5.1 Small random topologies
The evaluation firstly presents the total transmitted data of the proposed scheduling
algorithms in small-scale random topologies with four tags. It varies the backscatter
transmission range and HAP transmission power. Note, due to the complexity of
the MILP, Gurobi was unable to obtain a solution when there are five tags and
more.



























Figure 5.4: The total transmitted data versus backscatter transmission range for
4-tag small scale random topologies.
Referring to Figure 5.4 and 5.5, in both scenarios, Max-L scheduling achieves
the same total transmitted data as the optimal result from MILP. Observe that
Random achieves the same total transmitted data as single-link scheduling. Max-L
outperforms Random and Single-link scheduling by 10 kb. This is because when the
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number of tags is small, tags have small number of samples. Thus, there is little
gap between the upper and lower bound of the scheduling algorithms.
As shown in Figure 5.4, when the backscatter transmission range increases from 1
to 5 meter and from 5 to 10 meter, the total transmitted data of Max-L increased by
50 kb and 20 kb, respectively. This is because with a larger backscatter transmission
range, the number of hops from tags to the gateway reduces. This allows more data
to be transmitted to the gateway. Note that if the backscatter transmission range
continues to increase, then eventually all tags require only one hop to transmit data
to the gateway, such as a star topology. In a star topology, tags upload their sampled
data to the gateway in TDMA. Therefore, the total transmitted data achieved by
Max-L, random and single-link scheduling equals to the optimal MILP.



























Figure 5.5: The total transmitted data versus backscatter HAP transmission power
for 4-tag small scale random topologies.
Figure 5.5 shows that when the HAP transmission power increases from 10 to 50
mW and from 50 mW to 100 mW, the total transmitted data of Max-L increased
by 200 kb and 30 kb, respectively. The reason is because the data sampling rate
increases with the HAP transmission power, and thus, tags are able to transmit more
data to the gateway with increased data transmission time. Therefore, when the
HAP transmission power continues to increase, all scheduling algorithms will achieve
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the maximum value in transmitted data. Note that the maximum transmitted data
is limited by the backscatter transmission rate and fixed frame length.
5.5.2 Large random topologies
The next experiment evaluates the total transmitted data and the number of trans-
mission sets under large random topologies where the network has more than 20
tags. Specifically, it conducts three experiments in terms of increasing backscatter
transmission range, number of tags and HAP transmission power. It also shows
a comparison against a new scheduler called Fixed Sensing (Fixed-S). Specifically,
Fixed-S has a pre-determined sampling phase of 0.01 × F seconds. Then in the
transmission phase, it schedules backscatter links and transmission time in each
slot using Random scheduling. Consequently, Fixed-S may not transmit all samples
from tags to the gateway.
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Figure 5.6: The total transmitted data versus backscatter transmission range over
random topologies with 20 tags.
5.5.2.1 Varying backscatter transmission ranges
Figure 5.6 compares the total transmitted data using different scheduling algorithms
over increasing backscatter transmission range. First, when the backscatter trans-
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mission range is 1 meter, Max-L achieves a total transmitted data that is 85% of
Relaxed-MILP. The total transmitted data of Max-L is also 12%, 15% and 64%
higher than Random, Single-link and Fixed-S, respectively. Also note the gap be-
tween Random and Single-link is 30 kb when the backscatter transmission range is 1
meter. However, when the backscatter transmission range is 3 meter, the gap is only
5 kb. This is because when the backscatter transmission range is small, the interfer-
ence among tags is limited. Hence, a transmission set contains more simultaneous
links.
Similar to Figure 5.4, it can be observed that the total transmitted data of Max-L,
Random, Single-link and Fixed-S increases with the backscatter transmission range.
Specifically, the total transmitted data of Max-L Scheduling is increased by 12%
and approaches the upper bound computed by Relaxed-MILP. In addition, in terms
of total transmitted data, Random, Single-link and Fixed-S scheduling recorded an
increase of 21%, 28% and 66% respectively. However, the total transmitted data
of Relaxed-MILP scheduling remains the same at 990 kb over different backscatter
transmission ranges. The reason is because when relaxing the binary indicators of
B-tx and B-rx, tags are able to transmit and receive simultaneously in each time
slot. Thus, a tag is able to accomplish multi-hop data flow and deliver data to the
gateway in one time slot. Therefore, the backscatter transmission range does not
affect the total transmitted data achieved by Relaxed-MILP.
Figure 5.7 compares the number of transmission sets over different backscatter
transmission ranges. Note that Single-link has the largest number of transmission
sets, which has the longest schedule among all schedulers. The reason is because
it only selects one backscatter link in each transmission set. Furthermore, Max-L
greedily includes as many backscatter links into each slot. Thus, Max-L achieves a
shorter schedule with fewer transmission sets. However, it shows that Max-L has
one more transmission set on average as compared to Random. This is because
Max-L always selects the first transmitting tag that has the minimum number of
neighbours. Once the tag receives data from other tags in a following slot, the
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Figure 5.7: Transmission sets versus various backscatter transmission ranges over
random topologies with 20 tags.
algorithm preferentially selects this tag.
From Figure 5.7, it also shows that the number of transmission sets for Max-L,
Single-link and Random decreases with backscatter transmission range. Specifically,
Single-link has 24 transmission sets when the backscatter transmission range is 1
meter. Besides, both Max-L and Random have 22 transmission sets. When the
backscatter transmission range is 10 meters, the number of transmission sets for
these scheduling algorithms is 22, 21 and 20, respectively. As explained in Sec-
tion 5.5.1, when the backscatter transmission range increases, the number of hops
between a tag and the gateway decreases accordingly. Hence, the number of trans-
mission sets also decreases. It is worth mentioning that, if the backscatter trans-
mission range continues to increase, the number of transmission sets will converge
to 20.
When the backscatter transmission range increases from one to ten, on the con-
trary, Fixed-S has more transmission sets; it increases from 12 to 16 as shown in
Figure 5.7. This is because the length of the data transmission phase is predeter-
mined based on the value of β. When the backscatter transmission range is small,
the tags located near the gateway accumulates data from the far away tags. As
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a result, these tags require longer transmission time due to more sampled data in
their buffer. Consequently, the transmission phase only contains a small number of
transmission sets. However, when the backscatter transmission range is large, each
tag is able to upload its own samples to the gateway directly. This decreases the re-
quired data transmission time for the tags that are near the gateway. Consequently,
more transmission sets can be active in the transmission phase.
5.5.2.2 Varying number of tags



























Figure 5.8: The total transmitted data versus number of tags of the proposed algo-
rithms over random topologies.
Next, it increases the number of tags from five to 40 and investigate the total
transmitted data and transmission sets. The backscatter transmission range is fixed
to 2 meters. Note that when the number of tags increases, the network has a higher
sampling rate. However, the required data transmission time increases with the
number of tags, which yields less time for sampling. Therefore, there is a trade
off between sampling rate and time. Hence, the amount of total transmitted data
using Relaxed-MILP and Max-L scheduling algorithms converge to 990 and 900 kb,
respectively, when there are 20 tags,
Figure 5.8 also shows that the total transmitted data of Random and Single-
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link scheduling algorithms decreases with the number of tags. For example, when
the number of tags increases from five to 40, the total transmitted data declined by
17%. This is because these two schedulers randomly select links in each transmission
set. When the number of tags increases, these random scheduling algorithms are
much less efficient in multi-hop transmission. As a result, the total transmitted data
decreases with the number of tags regardless of the increased network sampling rate.
From Figure 5.8, it also shows that the total transmitted data using Fixed-S first
increases from 280 to 520 kb when the number of tags increases from five to 20. It
then slightly decreases from 520 to 450 kb, when the number of tags increases from
20 to 40. This is because when there is less than 20 tags, the network has a smaller
amount of sampled data. Although Fixed-S is able to deliver all sampled data to the
gateway, the total transmitted data is less than 520 kb. However, when the number
of tags is more than 20, the network is unable to deliver all data to the gateway
using Fixed-S. In addition, Fixed-S randomly schedules links in each transmission
set. Hence, it is less efficient in delivering data to the gateway for larger networks.
Therefore, the total transmitted data decreases with the number of tags.



















Figure 5.9: Transmission sets versus the number of tags over large-scale random
topologies.
Figure 5.9 compares the number of transmission sets under different number of
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tags. As it shows that the number of transmission sets increases with the number
of tags. When the number of tags is less than 10, Max-L, Random and Single-link
have the same number of transmission sets. This is because when number of tags
is small, in most topologies, all tags are within the backscatter transmission range
of the gateway. Thus, there is only one link in each transmission set. Then, when
there are 40 tags, the number of transmission sets for Single-link, Max-L, Random
and Fixed-S scheduling is 48, 43, 41 and 15, respectively. Similar to Figure 5.7,
Single-link scheduling has the largest number of transmission sets because it uses
transmission sets with only one link. In addition, note that Max-L has two more
transmission sets than Random. The reason is because Max-L greedily first schedules
the tag that has the minimum number of neighbours. Hence, if this tag is near the
gateway, it will be scheduled in many transmission sets, to forward data for other
tags.
From Figure 5.9, it also shows that Fixed-S has fewer transmission sets as com-
pared to other algorithms. For example, when the number of tags is 40, Fixed-S only
has 15 transmission sets while other algorithms have more than 40 transmission sets.
This is because Fixed-S cannot deliver all sampled data from tags to the gateway.
The number of transmission sets using Fixed-S first increases from five to 15. It
then remains unchanged under different number of tags. This is because Fixed-S
uses a constant transmission phase. As a result, the number of transmission set is
determined by the number of samples at each tag. When there are only a few tags,
the network requires a short transmission time to complete data transmission. Thus,
the number of transmission sets first increases with the number of tags. However,
due to the limited length of the transmission phase, the number of transmission sets
converges to 15 when there are 30 tags.
5.5.2.3 Varying HAP transmit power
The last experiment aims to evaluate the total transmitted data and transmission
sets when the HAP transmit power increases from 10 to 100 mW. Figure 5.10 com-
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Figure 5.10: The total transmitted data versus HAP transmit power of the proposed
algorithms over large-scale random topologies.
pares the total transmitted data under increasing HAP transmission power. As
explained in Section 5.5.1, the total transmitted data of all scheduling algorithms
increases with the HAP transmission power. Specifically, the amount of data down-
loaded by the gateway increased by 9%, 9%, 8%, 7% and 165% for Relaxed-MILP,
Max-L, Random, Single-link and Fixed-S, respectively. Also note that when the
HAP transmission power is larger than 60 mW, the total transmitted data has no
further improvement for all scheduling algorithms. The reason is because although
improving the HAP transmission power leads to a longer transmission time, it is still
limited by the frame length F . Therefore, as it shows that, the total transmitted
data of Relaxed-MILP converges to 990 kb, which is less than Rb × F .
Figure 5.11 compares the number of transmission sets over different HAP trans-
mission power. First, it shows that changing the HAP transmission power does not
affect the number of transmission sets for Max-L, Random, and Single-link. This is
because when the HAP has a higher transmit power, the sampled data at each tag
increases accordingly. Thus, the required transmission time of each slot increases
proportionally. However, the required number of transmission sets does not change
with the amount of sampled data at each tag. For example, in a star topology with
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Figure 5.11: Number of transmission sets versus HAP transmission power over large-
scale random topologies.
20 tags, there are 20 transmission sets since each transmission set has one tag. It also
shows that the number of transmission sets for Fixed-S decreases significantly from
20 to 12 when the HAP has a higher transmit power. This is because the length of
the transmission phase is predetermined based on β. When the HAP transmission
power increases, a tag has more samples to transmit. Thus, the transmission time
for each time slot increases accordingly, which reduces the number of transmission
sets that are active in the transmission phase.
5.6 Conclusion
This chapter has considered sensing, link scheduling and routing in a novel IoT
system whereby passive tags equipped with sensors are tasked with data collection
and forwarding. The aim is to maximise the total sampled data collected by the tags.
This chapter presents for the first time a MINLP formulation for the problem at
hand. In addition, it proposes a heuristic called Max-L that maximises the number
of links in each transmission set in order to reduce the required transmission time.
The simulation results show that the proposed heuristic is able to achieve a total
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transmitted data that is 64% higher than a single link scheduler. Furthermore,




A challenging problem in WPCNs is to schedule uplink transmissions from multi-
ple energy harvesting devices in order to maximise a system’s sum-rate. In this
respect, this thesis has investigated centralised link schedulers for uplink data trans-
missions in WPCNs. It takes NOMA and backscatter communications techniques
into consideration to further improve system performance.
To date, in NOMA-WPCNs, no works have investigated link scheduling among
energy harvesting devices to improve data collection at the HAP. Moreover, past
works assume a HAP has perfect CSI to/from energy harvesting devices, and use
this information to determine the optimal transmit power, transmission order or
user groupings. Motivated by the lack of work on imperfect CSI, this thesis is the
first to address the following research question: how to determine the optimal uplink
transmission schedule for NOMA-WPCNs that yields the highest average sum-rate
at the HAP, whereby the HAP has imperfect CSI?
To answer the previous research question, Chapter 3 proposes a discrete opti-
mization approach to find the best schedule among all possible schedules. However,
the number of schedules increases exponentially with the number of devices. Thus,
it proposes a heuristic approach that allows the HAP to learn the best schedule iter-
atively. The simulation results show that both proposed solutions are able to find a
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good schedule even though the HAP has imperfect CSI. Moreover, the results show
that the heuristic approach is able to compute a solution for large-scale networks
and has a near optimal solution as compared to the discrete optimization approach
in small networks.
In backscatter assisted WPCNs, no prior works have addressed the energy trade-
off between sampling and data transmissions. To this end, this thesis considers a
novel AmBC assisted WPCNs, where hybrid devices have the ability to transmit
data via their conventional radio or use AmBC. It takes advantage of AmBC to
help sensor devices conserve energy, and thus leaving them with more energy to
collect samples. Therefore, the second research problem investigates the operation
mode of devices with the aim to maximise the number of samples uploaded by
AmBC capable devices over multiple slots. A sub-problem is relay selection, where
devices are able to forward its samples to intermediate relays using AmBC in order
to maximise the number of samples. Chapter 4 formulates and solves the second
research problem as an MILP. It also presents a heuristic approach called DWP to
determine the operation mode of each device in each time slot over a given time
horizon. Analytical and simulation results show that AmBC is able to improve
the total samples uploaded to a HAP. Compared to the case without AmBC, the
total data samples uploaded increased by 45% and 48% for MILP and the proposed
heuristic protocol, respectively, when devices are AmBC capable.
Lastly, this thesis investigates data collection in a multi-hop T2T network,
whereby passive tags equipped with sensors are tasked with data collection and
forwarding to a gateway. Past works in on T2T communications mainly focus on
hardware design to improve the transmission range or BER, as well as routing be-
tween two tags. However this thesis jointly considers sensing, link scheduling and
routing. It proposes the third research question: how to schedule sensing and trans-
mission time for each tag to maximise the total number of samples, while ensuring
all samples, transmit to the gateway within a given time frame. Chapter 5 formu-
lates for the first time a MINLP for the problem at hand. In addition, it outlines
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a heuristic Max-L solution to generate transmission sets. Simulation results show
that the following factors affect the amount of data collected by the gateway: (i)
backscatter transmission range, (ii) number of tags, and (iii) HAP transmission
power. Furthermore, simulation results show that the proposed heuristic is able to
achieve a total transmitted data that is 64% higher than a single link scheduler.
In practical energy harvesting IoT sensing environment, it is always time and
energy consuming to acquire the perfect channel state information. Random channel
gains causes the harvested energy at IoT tags to vary. Hence. The amount of data
collected by tags is always random. Therefore, a possible future work is to introduce
randomness in the amount of data collected by tags. For example, using the tags to
capture interesting events but the probability of an event occur is unknown. Another
interest research direction is to apply modern machine learning technologies, such
as deep learning and reinforcement learning, to cope with WPCNs with random
environment. A major advantage of machine learning based schemes, e.g. deep
neural network, is the efficient handling of data. It helps to find the rule in massive
random data. For example, a machine learning based link scheduler is expected to
achieve considerable performance with imperfect channel state information.
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